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In recent years the knowledge of cardiovascular sounds has
been increased by the use of electronic techniques for their detection
and analysis. A variety of methods are now available for the
detection of these sounds but there is no standard method by which
the results of different workers can be compared.
The properties of a phonocardiographic system depend to a
large extent on the nature of the transducer used to pick-up the
sounds. If this transducer makes contact with the body surface then
the mechanical parameters of the underlying tissue must be taken into
account when its performance is measured. In order to avoid this it
is necessary to use a transducer which does not make contact with
the body surface and which therefore has a performance independent
of the tissue parameters.
The capacitance proximity transducer provides an almost
ideal method for the detection of vibrations of the body surface
without contact. It can be constructed in such a way that the
electrical reactance of the transducer is proportional to the spacing
between it and the body surface. It is therefore necessary to
measure the changes in this reactance by some suitable circuit in
order to obtain an electrical output which is a function of the
vibration. It is essential that the signal processing method chosen
produces an output which is proportional to the reactance variations ,
otherwise the output waveform will not be linearly related to the
input displacement. This has apparently been overlooked by other
workers/
workers with consequent loss of accuracy, sensitivity and signal to
noise ratio.
A new bridge method with feedback is described by which an
output can be obtained which is closely proportional to the changes
in transducer reactance, even when the change approaches 100% of
the nominal reactance. The development of a suitable oscillator and
detector for this circuit is also described.
A second linear method using an operational amplifier was
also examined and modifications are described by which some of the
advantages of the bridge technique can be retained. This method is
expected to have an error 1-2% for 100% deviations from the nominal
transducer reactance.
The use of the capacitance proximity transducer for the
detection and recording of a variety of cardiovascular sounds is
described and some records obtained by both bridge and operational
amplifier techniques are presented.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION.
1.1. History of Phonocardiography
It has been known since ancient times that the heart
produces sounds which occur at more or less regular intervals and
that associated with these sounds there is a pressure pulse which
can be felt in various parts of the body. The full significance
of these phenomena was not explained until the year 1628 when
Harvey published his 'De Motu Cordis' in which he showed that heart
sounds were related to the mechanical activity of the heart and the
circulation of the blood. Since that time auscultation of the heart
sounds and palpation of the pulse have formed an essential part of
clinical examination.
At first, observation of the heart sounds was made by
placing the ear in direct contact with the patient so that the
physician could both hear and feel the beating heart. This meant
that the lower frequency components of the vibrations produced by the
heart (which could not be heard but were felt because of their
greater intensity) were not excluded from the examination. The
first significant change in this method of observation came in 1816
when La'ennec (1819) introduced the use of the stethoscope. The
original purpose of this invention was more out of consideration for
feminine modesty than as an aid to ausculatory perception although
it did facilitate observation of more obese patients. However
although/
although the practice of auscultation was made more acceptable to
patient and physician, the loss of direct contact meant that only
the audible vibrations were detected. It is probable that some of
the low frequencies could be transmitted along the rigid monaural
stethoscopes but the flexible tubing used in the modern binaural
stethoscope prevents the transmission of palpable vibrations. In
addition the character of the audible sounds is altered by their
passage through the stethoscop# since this consists of rigid
structures and air passages of specific dimensions. The character
of the observed sound may also be modified by the pressure of
application, the size of the end piece, the use of a diaphragm and
the fit of the stethoscope to the ear. Some of these factors can be
used to good purpose since they may enable emphasis of sounds in a
particular frequency band which are of special interest. The
resulting situation is very unsatisfactory since the performance of
different makes of stethoscope may vary widely and there is no
standardization.
Notwithstanding these difficulties the stethoscope has
proved a very convenient instrument and almost all the major types
of heart sounds were recognised in the century or so following
Laennec's discovery. explanations for these sounds were obtained
by correlation with autopsy findings. Some of these explanations
were later found to be incorrect due to lack of accurate physiological
knowledge but most are still acceptable today.
The great disadvantage of this type of subjective
observation is that no permanent and continuous record of the heart
sounds could be made; the advantage of such a record being that it
can/
can be used to establish the time relationship which exists between
the various sounds and events of the cardiac cycle. First attempts
at recording of time sequences were very crude, Chauveau and
Faivre in 1856 used a method in which the observer marked the
Kymograph manually as he listened to the heart. In 1867 Potain
attempted to make direct recordings without a human intermediary
using purely mechanical methods but was unsuccessful due to the
very small amplitude of the signals. The first successful
continuous recordings were made by Huerthle in 189-3 using a microphone,
inductorium and frog nerve-muscle preparation. In the following
year Einthoven and Geluk (1894) made the first true
phonocardiographic recordings using the Lippman capillary
electrometer. Direct mechanical recording was first achieved by
Frank in 1904 using a mirror system to obtain optical magnification
of the deflections of a membrane produced by the heart sounds.
This method was so successful that the Frank segment capsule became
the standard recording technique for almost forty years. The
overall frequency response of the method was not good and it was
found necessary to use low frequency accoustlcal filtration to avoid
overloading the system. A further improvement in purely electrical
methods came in 1907 when Einthoven described the use of the string
galvanometer for heart sound recording.
The next major advance in the history of phonocardiography
came as a result of the invention of the thermionic triode valve by
De Forrest in 1906. By about 1920 suitable amplifiers of electrical
signals/
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signals had been developed in connection with radio. These enabled
the amplification of faint murmurs so that they could be reproduced
by means of d'Arsonval type galvanometers. Later the use of the
cathode ray tube in place of the galvanometer made possible direct
observation and recording of the full spectral range of heart sounds.
Further improvements in electronic technique have meant that over
the last twenty five years the mechanical methods of recording have
been entirely superceded.
At the present time electronic amplifiers and recording
instruments are available which are capable of handling the full
range of frequencies and amplitudes which are encountered in heart
sound recording. The noise level of the amplifiers is such that it
is no longer necessary to exclude the low frequency component of the
heart sounds in order to reproduce the weaker high frequency
components. This means that selective filtering of the sounds in
order to identify particular components can take place after initial
amplification. The only part of the phonocardiograph which is still
unsatisfactory is the microphone or transducer which is used to
detect the heart sounds.
The first attempts at electrical phonocardiography were
made with the carbon granule type of microphone commonly used in
telephones. This was superceded by the crystal microphone which
has a higher sensitivity and a more reliable performance. A variety
of other types of microphone have also been used for the detection
of heart sounds but the majority of those used up to the present
time/
time have not been developed specifically for the purpose. For this
reason it is necessary to consider very carefully the method of
application of the microphone to the body surface and the resulting
performance of the microphone. In particular the frequency response
of a microphone intended for free-field work may change radically
when applied to the precordium so that calibration under actual
conditions is necessary. Unless this is done the frequency
characteristics of the phonocardiograph will depend largely on the
type of microphone used and it is no longer possible to compare the
results obtained by different workers. In spite of the difficulties
of calibration and standardization a considerable amount of
information is now available on the nature of adult heart sounds.
The electrical methods of phonocardiography have also been
applied to the study of cardiovascular sounds other than those
detected in the precordial area. Of particular interest in
clinical diagnosis are the Foetal Heart Sounds and the Korotkoff
Sounds. Foetal heart sounds, which were first observed by
auscultation in 1650, provide one of the few available indications
of foetal life and well being. The Korotkoff sounds occur as the
result of partial occlusion of an artery by applying external
pressure and are an essential part of the established method of
external blood pressure measurement described by Korotkoff in 1905.
1.2. Nature of Cardiovascular Sounds
Cardiovascular sounds arise from the beating action of the
heart and the resultant pulsatile flow of blood through the
arterio-venous system. Since the heart and blood vessels are
entirely surrounded by body tissues and bony structures any
vibrations originating from them are transmitted to the body surface.
The resultant periodic complex wave of displacement of the surface
represents a summation of the mechanical action occuring within the
body near the point of observation.
The heart itself is an elastic walled container which is
periodically filled with fluid and each successive contraction of
the walls sets it and its contents into vibration. The frequencies
contained within the spectrum of these vibrations are a function of
the mass of fluid and of the elasticity of the walls,both of which
are known to vary during the heart cycle. Analysis of the spectral
distribution of heart sounds by Williams and Dodge (1926), Mannheimer
(1940), McKusick, Webb, Humphries and Reid (1955), Yoshimura (1960)
and many others has shown that the intensity of the component
frequencies detected at the chest wall falls off rapidly as the
frequency rises. This can be explained in part by the fact that
for a given sound pressure the amplitude of a sinusoidal wave
falls off at a rate proportional to the square of the frequency.
The observed rate of fall of intensity with frequency at the body
surface is greater than this so that seme further attenuation of the
higher frequencies must occur during transmission through the body
tissue. Intracardiac and Esophageal phonocardiography have shown
that/
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that heart sounds detected near their origin do in fact have
components with a larger amplitude at higher frequencies.
The total spectrum of adult heart sounds has been found to
extend from below 1 Hz to at least 2,000 Hz. It can be seen from
Fig. 1.1. that, due to the characteristics of the ear and the
fall-off of intensity of the heart sounds, only a part of this
spectrum is normally audible. Consequently the division of these
sounds into audible and non-audible bands is imposed by the
limitations of human hearing rather than by any characteristics of
the vibrations themselves. There is no reason however why all the
clinically useful Information should be confined to the audible band.
Nevertheless it has often been the case that phonocardiographic
systems have been designed to represent the sounds as heard by the
ear and the quality of record produced has been judged on the same
basis. Since the ear can select only part of the spectrum it seems
undesirable that the phonocardiograph should be restricted to this
particular response characteristic.
A more satisfactory detection system would be one having a
level frequency response throughout the whole spectrum. This could
then be linked to a suitable processing system in order to produce
any required emphasis or de-emphasis of parts of the spectrum.
This Method would have obvious advantages for recording
cardiovascular sounds other than those from the precordium since
these will not necessarily have the same distribution of intensity
with frequency.
In/
In particular the non-linear transmission properties of
body tissue will have a much greater effect cm the nature of foetal
heart sounds, which originate at a considerable distance from the
point of observation, than on Korotkoff sounds, which can be
observed very close to their origin.
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1.3. Standardization of Phonocardiography
An international committee was formed in 1950 at the First
World Congress of Cardiology to consider the question of
standardization in phonocardiography. A second meeting was held in
1953 at a meeting of La Societe Frangaise de Cardiologie and a series
of recommendations were drawn upfwhich were published by Kleyn,
Leathern, Maasz, Lian and Minot xn 1955. The most significant of
these recommendations from the instrumental point of view was that the
basic phonocardiographic tracing was required to follow the
sensitivity curve of the human ear and that vibrations outside the
range 15-800 Hz were to be excluded from the recordings. It was
also recommended that if selective tracings of high, and low parts
of the audible spectrum were included in the recording not more than
two of these should be presented simultaneously for clarity.
A third meeting of this committee took place in Stockholm
in 1956 at the time of the second European Congress of Cardiology.
Seven main proposals were made at this meeting and these were
reported by Mannheimer in 1957. Since these proposals provide a
basis for the standardization of instrumentation it is necessary to
consider them in detail.
1. "A phonocardiograph is an apparatus for recording
mechanical vibrations originating from the heart
and adjacent vessels.
2. In order to get a record of the auscultative findings
in accordance with the sensitivity of the human ear,
means should be provided for recording according to
the/
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the Fletcher 0-isophon, i.e. the sensitivity of
the apparatus should increase 14 db per octave,
by increasing frequency, from 15 to 600 cps (Hz).
Maximum allowed error is ± 6 db. In the range
600 - 800 cps (Hz), the sensitivity may fall 6 dB,
This characteristic is called auditory.
In order to obtain further information from the
frequency spectrum of the phonocardiogram, means
may be provided for one or several additional
frequency channels.
The channels employed should be named with
the frequency at which the slope of the increase of
sensitivity, by increasing frequency, is 15 db
per octave. The frequency which approximately is
that at which the oscillations are recorded with
the largest amplitude is called the ncatlnal frequency
of the channel,
The slope of the sensitivity curve should be
outlined clearly in the description of the apparatus.
For further analysis it may be of value if more
frequency channels are provided, whereupon an
interval of about 1 octave between standard
frequencies is suitable.
The sensitivity should bear reference to the
displacement of the unloaded chest wall, and
the/
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the transmission from the thorax wall to the
microphone should be taken into account.
6. Because of the transient nature of the heart
sounds, it is important that transients
originating from the filters be kept as small
as possible. If a square electric potential
is applied between the input terminals of the
phonocardiograph, the developed transient should
be decreased to 10 per cent of the initial
deflection within 2 cycles.
7. The phonocardiograph may be provided with a
device for determination of the constancy of
sensitivity from microphone to graph."
(from Mannheimer. 1957).
The committee were not unanimously in favour of all these
points as it is on record that one of the participants was "not of
the opinion that means should be made to get a record of the
auscultative findings in accordance with the sensitivity cf the
human ear."
A further meeting dealing with the technical problems of
phonocardiography was held during the Third World Congress of
Cardiology in Brussels in 1958. At this meeting it was agreed that
it would be premature to define the frequency characteristics to be
used in the construction of phonocardiographs. Some points were
made which clarify and extend the definitions agreed at the Stockholm




1. "it is necessary to use some type of filter to
obtain relevant and clinically significant
phonocardiographic tracing.
2. If the frequency response given by microphone,
amplifiers and recording units is linear (a highly
desirable feature of any apparatus) the most
important variable is represented by the filter or
set of filters. The frequency response of all
these parts, including filters, should be such as
to give the desired response for each frequency.
3. It would be desirable for each researcher to
indicate in his publications the frequency
characteristics of his filters in a uniform manner."
(from Kleyn et al. 1959).
A method of specifying the characteristics of both high
pass and band pass filters was recommended but this was later
modified as it was found that the original description was not
adequate. The selection of the frequencies used was left to the
individual researcher.
Further meetings dealing with nomenclature and
standardization were held in Mexico City in 1962 at the Fourth World
Congress of Cardiology, at Kyoto in 1964 during the III Asian-
Pacific Congress of Cardiology and in Prague in 1964 at the Fourth
European Congress of Cardiology. No further recommendations were
made at these meetings as regards the standardization of
instrumentation.
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1.4. Alms of the Investigation
In spite of the recommendations of the various committees
on standardization a review of recent literature shows that little
progress has been made towards the design and production of
satisfactory phonocardiographic equipment.
A method for detecting the unloaded displacement of the
body surface by means of a capacitance proximity transducer has been
described by Groom and Sihvonen (1957). The system as originally
described was unsatisfactory as the sensitivity varied with the
amplitude. Yoshitoshi, Machii, Sekiguchl, Mishina, Ohta, Watanabe,
Shinohara, Hanaoka, Kohashi, Shimizu, Ohno and Shimizu (1965) have
described a servo-method by which the capacitance proximity transducer
can be maintained at a constant distance from the body surface and
thus obtain constant sensitivity. However the frequency response of
their apparatus was only linear over the range 30 - 1,000 Hz so
that it is not suitable for wide band phonocardiography. They also
made a comparison between the performance of the proximity microphone
and a variety of other types of microphone which showed considerable
differences in response at low frequencies. Other workers have
concentrated largely on the calibration of existing types of
microphone and the description of different filter systems for
cardiographic analysis.
In almost every case the properties of the resulting
phonocardiograph have depended to a large extent on the properties of
the transducer and the requirement that the overall response should
match/
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match that of the human ear. This means that the transducer must
be calibrated under the normal conditions of operation and the
response of the signal processing circuit adjusted by means of
suitable filters. The resulting amplitude/frequency distribution
is such that no single calibrating signal is adequate. It is clear
that there is still a need for some form of instrumentation which
can detect cardiovascular sounds in a known manner without the need
for elaborate calibration procedures. Such an equipment could
then serve as a standard for all other types of phonocardiograph
currently in use and as a means of obtaining additional information
on heart sounds which could be used in the design of future
phonocardiographs.
A basic specification of such an equipment can be drawn up
from the standardization recommendations.
(a) The transducer must detect the displacement of
the body surface without loading it in any way.
(b) The signal processing method used to convert
displacement at the transducer into an electrical
signal must be independent of the frequency and
amplitude of the displacement.
(c) Any amplifiers used to increase the magnitude of
the electrical signal must also be independent
of the frequency and amplitude of the signal.
(d) The system must be designed so that it can be
calibrated independently of the conditions of use.
(e) The final output must be available in a form suitable
for display, recording or immediate further analysis.
The/
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The question of suitable filters for use in phonocardiography
studies has not been included in the above specification. This is
because standardization may only be possible once a better
understanding of heart sounds has been obtained. It is better
therefore not to prejudice the issue by specifying filter
characteristics at too early a stage in the development. In any
case filters can always be added after the basic detection system to
suit the needs of the individual worker.
One fact must however be considered in connection with the
form of the final output from the detection circuit. The
amplitude of component frequencies of the vibrations of the body
surface generated by the heart varies by a factor of a million over
the frequency range 1 - 1,000 Hz. The dynamic range of the
electrical signal which can be displayed or recorded is generally
limited to less than 100 : 1 due to the lack of resolution of the
trace or the noise level of the equipment. Linear methods of
display or recording cannot therefore retain the high frequency
components in any detail. If these components are to be indicated
in a display or recovered from a recording some form of pre-emphasis
is necessary to ensure that the signal amplitude at the required
frequency is adequately above the noise level of the apparatus.
It has therefore been the aim of this investigation to study
further the properties of the capacitance proximity transducer as a
means of detecting cardiovascular sounds without loading the body
surface; to devise a method of detecting the variations which occur
in/
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in the transducer so that an output can be obtained which is
proportional to the amplitude of the displacement irrespective of
the rate of change of displacement;} and to produce an output
which has a sufficiently low noise level for selective amplification





















2.1 Mechanical Properties of Tissue In Relation to
Transducer Performance.
The motion of the body surface arising due to vibrations
within the cardiovascular system is a complex function of the mass,
stiffness and viscous damping of the tissues between the vibration
source and the point of observation. Since the vibration source
cannot be replaced by a standard source there is no means of
measuring the transmission characteristics of the tissue. It is
necessary therefore to regard the body surface motion as the
physiological variable which is to be measured. Since this
measurement is made by a transducer which is applied to the body
surface it is necessary to know the mechanical impedance of the
surface at the point of application. This enables the performance
of a given type of transducer to be predicted.
Determinations of the mechanical impedance of the body
surface have been made by Baraiiy (1942), Franke (1951 a,b)» von
Gierke et al(1952), Takagi et al. (1963) and others. Their results
give values for the mass, stiffness and viscous damping components
of the complex driving point impedance observed at various points on
the body surface. The frequency at which this impedance appears real
(i.e. mechanical resonance) was also determined.
The measured body surface impedance can be represented
diagramatically as shown in Fig. 2.1. where
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M. is the effective mass of tissue in motion
St is the stiffness of the tissue
is the viscous damping of the tissue.
The equation of motion of this system is given by
xx + Kt x2 + x x = Fx
where F is the applied force
x is the resultant surface displacement.
This can be reduced to a simple differential equation by dividing
through by x.
i.e. x + x + x « F.
In order to study the properties of the mechanical system
more fully it is convenient to use an electrical analogue
(Olson 1958). This has the advantage that it can be set up on an
analogue computer and the individual parameters can be varied at will.
Using the method of 'direct' analogy the mechanical system described
appears in the form of a series resonant electrical circuit as shown
in Fig. 2.2. Where
L is an inductance proportional to the tissue mass
C is a capacitance inversely proportional to the
stiffness
E is a resistance proportional to the viscous damping K^.
The energy equation of this equivalent circuit is given by
• •• . 2 . .
Lqq+Rq + qq = Eq
C
where E is the applied voltage
q is the displaced charge.
Dividing through by q gives a similar differential equation to that
of/
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of the mechanical system
i.e. Lq + Rq + q = E.
C
In these two equations a one-to-one correspondence exists between
charge and displacement, and force and voltage. The detection of
motion of the body surface is thus equivalent to the detection of
the charge on the capacitor in the electrical analogue.
Since Q = CV
the charge on the capacitor can be determined by measuring the
potential difference set up between its plates. In order to do
this a voltmeter with a high input impedance is required so that
the charge is not disturbed by the observation. For the measurement
of mechanical displacement this implies that the mass, stiffness and
resistance of the detector must be very low.
The resonant frequency of the electrical circuit is given by
■ v » n
P » 1
2 -n. LC
and so the resonant frequency of the mechanical system will be given
by
2*J Mt
It can be seen from this that changes in the effective mass or
stiffness of the vibrating tissue will produce a change in the
natural resonance of the system. There is no means by which the
mass or stiffness of the tissue can be reduced so that the mass and
stiffness of the system will both be increased by the presence of a/
FBG. 2.3„ TRANSDUCER HELD ON PRECORD/UM
BY MEANS OF A BELT
Kt ^Mt J> St S. J) Mm





FIG. 2.5. ELECTRICAL ANALOGUE USING BELT
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a transducer. Unless the impedance of the transducer is matched to
the impedance of the body surface at the point of observation then
the frequency response of the system will be altered. However
it is known that the impedance measured at different points on the
body of a given subject and at the same points on different subjects
can vary over a wide range. It is thus impossible to construct
a transducer which would give an unaltered response for all parts
of the body and for all subjects, unless it does not add any mass,
stiffness or viscous damping to the system.
It can also be seen from this discussion that the normal
method for holding phonocardiographic microphones in contact with
the body by means of a rubber belt (see Fig. 2.3) will alter the
frequency characteristics of the detected vibrations. Since the
belt cannot be applied with a consistent tension the resonant
frequency of the system may vary over a wide range. This may well
be the explanation of the inconsistent results which are sometimes
obtained by this method. Hie arrangement is complicated further
because the body does not have a rigid boundary so that the
stiffness of the tissue between the microphone and the effective
tissue mass must be taken into account. This situation is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 2.4 and the analogous electrical circuit
in Fig. 2.5. When the microphone rests on the surface of the body,
without the use of a belt, the mechanical and electrical circuits
can be simplified since the stiffness of the belt becomes zero.
FIG. 2.6. SOME COMMON TYPES OF HEART SOUND TRANSDUCER
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2.2. The Ideal Displacement Transducer
(i) Requirements for an Ideal Transducer
The basic requirement for an ideal transducer is that its
electrical output should be a faithful representation of the
physiological variable over the full range of amplitudes and
frequencies to be observed. This implies that;-
(a) The vibrations are not modified in any way by the
the presence of the transducer.
(b) The transducer and signal processing system are not
overloaded by large amplitude vibrations.
(c) The output amplitude and phase are independent of the
frequency of the vibration.
(d) The total internal noise level of the transducer and
signal processing system is adequately below the
smallest signal to be detected.
None of the transducers which are currently in common use
meet any of these conditions satisfactorily so that a compromise
is often necessary. Typical examples of these transducers are
shown in Fig. 2.6. (a - d).
In the previous section it has been shown that any
transducer which makes contact with the body will modify the
vibration in some way. It can also be shown that any transducer
which has moving parts must have a natural mechanical resonant
frequency of its own. Consequently, even if contact with the body
is reduced to a minimum,(e.g. the air transmission microphone in
Fig. 2.6(a))the internal resonance may well modify the properties of
the/
F IG. 2 . 8i CAPACITANCE PROXIMITY TRANSDUCER
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the transducer. It becomes clear that the only satisfactory method
of detecting the motion of a moving surface without moving parts or
contact with the surface is to use a 'proximity transducer*. This
type of device is well known in industrial applications but most
of the types used are unsuitable since they depend on properties not
possessed by human tissue e.g. use of ferromagnetic materials.
However two types exist which could make use of the fact that body
tissue is conducting. These are the Eddy Current and Capacitance
Proximity Transducers.
(ii) The Eddy Current Proximity Transducer
The basic form of this transducer is shown in Fig. 2.7.
A radio frequency current flowing in the coil sets up circular and
coaxial eddy currents in the conducting medium. The magnetic field
produced by the eddy currents opposes that of the coil} reducing its
effective inductance. The change of inductance is a function of
the spacing between the coil and the surface of the conductor but
the method is not suitable because this is not a linear relationship.
In order to achieve satisfactory operatic® of the device it is
necessary to use a low carrier frequency since the stray capacitance
between coil and conductor may otherwise alter the effective
i
inductance of the coil. The choice of a low carrier frequency may
affect the response of the system at the high frequency end of the
vibration spectrum which is another disadvantage of the method.




(iii) The Capacitance Proximity Transducer
The basic form of this transducer is shown in Fig. 2.8.
The operation of this device depends on the fact that an electrical
capacitance exists between two conducting objects. The magnitude
of this capacitance is a function of the distance between the
objects so that if a suitable electrode is placed near a vibrating
surface its vibrations can be detected. The use of such an
arrangement for the measurement of small displacements was first
described by Whiddington (1920'. The method is well understood
both electrically and mechanically, and industrial instruments
operating on this principle are manufactured by Flelden Electronics
Ltd. (c 1947) and Wayne Kerr Laboratories Ltd. ( 1958). The
principle has also been applied to the study of cardiovascular sounds
and other biological movements by Cembala (1949), Groom et al (1957),
Chlebus (1962)
Makela et al (1959) ,/Fischler et al (1964) and Yoshitoshi et al
(1965). None of the methods described by these workers is capable
of giving an output which is linear with displacement of the body
surface over the range of amplitudes and frequencies required.
However it will be shown in Section 2.3 that, under suitable
conditions,the reactance of a capacitor which consists of a plane
electrode parallel to a plane conducting surface is proportional to
the spacing between the electrode and the surface.
(iv) Advantages and Limitations of the Capacitance Method
The advantages which have been claimed for the
capacitance method may be summarized as follows.
(a) The detecting electrode does not make contact
with the body surface so that it does not
- 24 -
not modify the vibrations in any way.
.7V i>.' it ■
(b) There are no moving parts so that the
frequency response is not limited by the
mechanical resonance of the transducer.
(c) The detecting electrode is totally insensitive
to airborne ambient noise (a major source
of interference in heart sound recording.)
(d) The device is only sensitive to motion of the
area of the surface directly beneath the
electrode. It is therefore ideally suited to
the study of the origin and transmission of
cardiovascular sounds.
(e) With a suitable signal processing circuit the
transducer can have a very high sensitivity.
(f) Since there are no moving parts within the
transducer it can have a wide amplitude tolerance.
(g) The mechanical construction required is simple
so that a very rugged device can be made.
The form of transducer so far described has some limitations
although the effects of these can be minimized by suitable
observational techniques.
(a) The motion detected by the transducer is the total
motion relative to its position. Consequently,
if a fixed mounting is used for the detection of
heart sounds, respiration and other body movements
may/
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may be detected. The effects of these
movements can be reduced by the use of alternative
types of mounting although these may affect the
response to low frequency components of the heart
sounds.
(b) Although airborne noise does not affect the
transducer directly it may set up vibrations in
the tissue which will be detected by the
transducer. This can be avoided by making
observations in a soundproof or quiet room.
(c) The output obtained will be distorted at large
amplitudes due to the signal processing methods
used. This distortion is usually avoided by
ensuring that the amplitude of vibration is always
small compared with the spacing between the
electrode and the body surface. It can however
be eliminated completely by the use of a suitable
signal processing method.
(d) The transducer is susceptible to electrostatic
hum pick-up at very large spacings. The choice
of a linear detecting method means that spacings
which are large compared with the vibration
amplitude are no longer required so that hum
pick-up becomes much less significant.
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2.3. Design of a Practical Capacitance Proximity Transducer
(i) Reactance of a parallel Plate Capacitor
The transducer described in Section 2.2 is in the form of
a capacitor consisting of two parallel plates one of which is the
body surface. Provided the spacing between the other electrode
and the body surface is very small compared with the dimensions of
the electrode then the effective capacitance of the transducer is
given by
r
l _ _ 2.
C. = , " Farads
*
oL
where r is the radius of the detecting electrode in metres,
d is the spacing between the electrode and body
surface in metres
and € is the dielectric constant of the air.
r
If the electrode area and dielectric are not changed then
the capacitance is inversely proportional to the spacing.
The reactance of a capacitor is given by
X = 1
u>c
where is the angular frequency applied to the capacitor.
It can be seen that if the reactance of the transducer capacitance
is measured at a constant frequency it is proportional to the
spacing.
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(ii) Edge Effects
The expression derived above does not take Into account
the distortion of the electrical field which occurs at the edge
of detecting electrode. The error this produces under the
conditions specified is very small but it may be necessary to
operate the transducer under conditions in which it is not
negligible. A formula for the total capacitance of a circular-
plate capacitor including the edge effect is given by Lion (1959).
This must be modified since the transducer has only one circular
plate and the other which is the body surface can be regarded as
infinite (see Pig. 2.0). The resulting equation is of the form
Q - + 1 */(&)]}
where s jg the thickness of the detecting electrode.
A table of the correction factors -fIs \ for various values of fu | isJ\2d J V2d /
given in the book by Lion (1959) and also in a paper by Foldvari
and Lion (1964).
It can be shown that if the radius of the detecting
electrode is more than 400 times the distance of the electrode from
the body surface, the increased capacitance of the transducer due
to the edge effect will be less than 1%. If the ratio between
the electrode and the distance is 10O, the thickness of the
electrode being equal to the spacing, then the error rises to e%.
(iii) Use of a Guard Ring to Reduce the Edge Effects
The effects of the fringing capacitance at the edge of the
transducer electrode can be reduced considerably by the use of a
guard ring (see Fig. 2.10). The guard ring surrounds the detecting
electrode but is separated from it by a very small gap. If this
ring is energized at the same potential as the detecting electrode
then the disturbance of the field lines at the gap will be very small.
The fringing effects now appear at the edge of the guard ring and
if this is wide enough the field lines will be normal to the
detecting electrode. The source of potential for the guard ring
must be arranged so that the capacitance of the ring does not affect
the measuring circuit. It is found that such an arrangement is not
possible with some types of measuring circuit. One condition which
is necessary for the guard ring method is that the total surface
presented to the transducer must be at least as large as the combined
area of electrode and guard ring.
Details are given by Wayne Kerr (c 1959) for the
construction of transducers other than those supplied with their
instruments. The formulae given for these transducers are claimed
to give an accuracy of 2% for a separation between the transducer
and the body surface less than a specified value.
If the gap between the detecting electrode and the guard
ring is very small then the radius of the electrode is given by
r =




and b is a constant having the dimensions of length,
(b =5 £ when and r are measured in inches).
The minimum outside radius of the guard ring is then
given by
r - r + 3d
g m
so that the guard ring is at least three times wider than the
maximum spacing between the electrode and the body surface.
Values are also given for the thickness of insulation
between the electrode and guard ring, which vary from 4% to 10%
of the electrode radius. It is also recommended that the guard
ring ha3 a depth which is some five times this insulation thickness
i.e. 20% to 50% of the electrode radius.
(iv) Other Stray Capacitances
Stray capacitances may also exist between the detecting
electrode and its connecting lead, and objects other than the
vibrating surface. These will affect the detecting circuit
accuracy because the total capacitance which is present is greater
than that of the transducer alone. Thus the measured reactance is
no longer proportional to the transducer spacing.
The effects of such stray capacitances can be eliminated
by screening the electrode and connecting lead. If this screen
is connected to a suitable point in the measuring circuit then the
capacitances between lead and screen, and between screen and
vibrating surface will not affect the measurement. Only the face
of/
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of the electrode opposite the vibrating surface is left unscreened.
This can be achieved very conveniently if the connection to the
guard ring is made by means of the screen of a coaxial cable the
centre lead of which is connected to the electrode. v/ith some
types of bridge network a cable screen at neutral potential can be
used but since this is not identical with the electrode potential
the guard ring would be ineffective.
(v) Errors due to the shape of the body surface
The body does not have a plane rigid surface so that
when it is in motion it is not possible to ensure that it remains
parallel to the electrode. As a result it may not be possible to
it i
interpret the measured reactance of the transducer in terms of a
perpendicular spacing between the electrode and the body.
Three possible sources of error must be considered.
(a) the electrode is not parallel with the body
surface, (see Fig. 2.11)
(b) the body surface is curved in the region of the
electrode, (see Fig. 2.12)
(c) the curvature of the body surface changes as
it vibrates.
Wayne Kerr (c 1959) state that if the angle between the
two surfaces is less than 5° then the measurement error will be less
than 0.4%. The error rises to 1% at 8°. Since zero output
must correspond to zero spacing it is clear that the distance
measured must be the minimum spacing measured perpendicular to the
electrode./
FIG.2.13. VARIATION OF TRANSDUCE R REACTANCE WITH DISTANCE




FIG.2.14. VARIATION OF TRANSDUCER REACTANCE WITH SPACING
FROM A SPHER/CAL SURFACE
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electrode. They have found that it is not difficult to ensure
that the angle between the electrode and vibrating surface is less
o
than 8 by visual inspection.
It is more likely in the study of cardiovascular sounds
that the vibrating surface will be curved in some way and that
the curvature will not correspond to any regular geometrical form.
An estimate of the error which arises due to surface curvature can
however be made by consideration of the special cases of cylindrical
and spherical curvature.
It can be shown (see Wayne Kerr (c 1959)) that if a probe
of radius r is placed at a minimum axial distance d from a
cylindrical surface of radius R the measured reactance is given by
J. i
w6„6fKrl ^ fl, jg
^ I I -4- R
d f -JU
Fig 2.13 shows a series of correction curves suitable for two of
the -Wayne Kerr probes which may be used with cylindrical surfaces
having radii of curvature between O.l" and OO .
A similar result can be obtained for a probe of radius r
at a minimum axial distance d from a spherical surface of radius
R. (see Appendix B )• In this case
Xl -
toe06r _L /r*l i + ■§-[•
Fig. 2.14 shows a similar series of correction curves for the Wayne
Kerr/
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Kerr probes which may be used when the curved surface is spherical.
If can be seen in both cases that the measured reactance
is greater than that obtained with a plane surface at the same axial
distance. The resultant error in distance measurement is however
small for surfaces having a radius of curvature greater than l"
and this only becomes significant at very small spacings. In the
present application an absolute measurement of distance is not
required so that the non-linearity as the spacing becomes small
will be the only major cause of error. This source of eri-or can
be eliminated however, if the curvature of the detecting electrode
can be made to match that of the vibrating surface.
If the curvature of the body surface changes during the
course of the vibration then the problem becomes more complex.
(An analysis of some particular cases is given in Appendix B ).
However, provided the curvature of the surface stays within the
above limits and the spacing between surface and electrode does
not approach zero then the additional error will be small. If the
curvature of the electrode matches the mean curvature of the
surface then the error can be reduced still further*
(vl) Errors due to variations in other parameters
(a) Dielectric Constant of Air
The dielectric constant of a gas is given by
€r - (1 + -D)
where *5 is the electric susceptibility.
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temperature, pressure, humidity and the frequency of the measuring
speed. Typical values of "J) under a variety of conditions are
tabulated in Fig. 2.15.
In the present application the measuring frequency may lie
between 10kHz and 2MHz. If the region between the electrode
and body surface is enclosed the relative humidity may approach
10C%. The pressure will be very close to atmospheric at all times
since normal sound waves cause a variation of less than 10%.
o o
The temperature will normally lie between 15 and 35 C.
Under these conditions it can be seen that the maximum
change in dielectric constant will be less than 0.2% and the change
occuring during any period of observation will be Much smaller.
(b) Expansion of Detecting Electrode
Since the detecting electrode is in close proximity
to the body surface its temperature will be slightly above the
ambient air temperature. Changes in the area of the electrode
due to expansion will alter the sensitivity of the instrument.
This could be avoided by using a material with a low coefficient of
expansion, This is not however necessary in the present application
since the effect is so small.
The linear coefficient of expansion of Brass has a
>6
maximum value of 23 x 10 (Kaye and Laby (1957)) so that for the
whole temperature rise from 15° to 35° C the electrode area will
only change by about 0.1%.
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(c) Variation of Carrier Frequency
Since the reactance of a capacitor is given by
any variation in carrier frequency will result in a change in the
measured reactance. The magnitude of the error depends on the
stability of the source oscillator and the type of measuring
circuit. An oscillator stability of <-"0.1% can be obtained
easily and if a balanced circuit is used the resultant change of
sensitivity will be very small.
It can be seen that the threo possible sources of error
covered in this section will have very little effect on the




3,1 Reactance Measuring Techniques
(i) Requirements for a continuous method of
reactance measurement.
It has been shown in Section 2.3that the reactance of the
capacitance proximity transducer can be made proportional to the
spacing between its detecting electrode and the body surface. In
order to display or record the motion of the body surface it is
therefore necessary to convert the variations of the transducer
reactance into a voltage or current. It is necessary that the
conversion process from spacing to voltage (or current) should have
a good linearity otherwise the final signal will be distorted.
Reactance can be measured in a variety of ways but if a
continuous output is required rather than a single measurement a
carrier signal must be used. The Instantaneous value of the
reactance modulates this carrier in some way and subsequent
demodulation gives a signal which varies continuously with changes
in spacing. It is essential that the combined process of
modulation and demodulation is linear. This can be achieved if
both sub-processes are themselves linear or if the law obeyed by one
is exactly reciprocal to that of the other. A satisfactory
solution cannot be obtained if either law is non-linear and some








(d) wide dynamic range
(e) high signal to noise ratio
(f) independent controls for sensitivity and zero
(g) simple operating procedure.
(ii) Modulation
The instantaneous amplitude of a carrier wave can be
expressed in the form
E = A sin (ut+0)
where A is the maximum amplitude
W is the angular frequency of the carrier
and 0 is the relative phase.
Variations in the maximum amplitude A or in the angle
( w fc + 0) will produce changes in the instantaneous amplitude of
the carrier. Variations produced by changes in the maximum
amplitude of the carrier are known as "Amplitude Modulation", those
produced by changes in angle are known as "Angle Modulation".
Amplitude modulation includes various forms of pulse modulation and
angle modulation includes both frequency and phase modulation.
If the modulation of the carrier is to be linear then the
displacements occurring at the transducer must produce proportional
changes/
lb) Shunt Method
FIG. 3.1. AAS/C METHODS OF IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT
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changes in amplitude or angle. These changes of amplitude or
angle must in turn be converted to proportional changes in output
voltage or current. Finally this output voltage or current is used
to produce a deflection of the electron beam in a cfcthode ray
oscillograph or the pen of a chart recorder and this deflection must
be a linear representation of the original displacement at the
transducer.
The most convenient methods for use with the capacitance
proximity transducer are
(a) simple amplitude modulation
(b) frequency modulation.
(iii) Amplitude Modulation Methods
If the complex voltage and current between two points of




(The generalized form of Ohm's Law)
It can be seen that the most convenient way of measuring a
continuously varying impedance is to keep either the voltage or the
current constant and detect the variations of the other. The
impedance variations in fact produce amplitude modulation of the
current or the voltage. Fig. 3.1(a,b) illustrates the two
possible methods of measuring the transducer impedance. The
impedance/
4.
FIG. 3.2, PRACTICAL CIRCUIT FOR SHUNT METHOD
i
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impedance can be attached to a source of constant voltage, as
shown in Fig. 3.1a, the current which passes through it being
measured by a suitable detector. In this case
Z
Alternatively, the impedance can be attached to a source of constant
current, as shown in Fig. 3.1b, the potential difference which is
developed across it being measured by a suitable detector, and in
this case
d g
The first method produces an output current which is
inversely proportional to impedance so that changes of spacing at
the transducer will not produce proportional changes in the output
current. The second method thus provides the simplest means of
making a continuous linear measurement of the transducer impedance.
The practical circuit (see Fig. 3.2) consists of an
oscillator having a high internal impedance which supplies a current
at constant amplitude and frequency to the transducer. The voltage
appearing across the transducer is proportional to its impedance
and since this impedance is the reactance of the electrode
capacitance it will be proportional to the spacing between electrode
and body surface. The voltage is detected by means of an amplifier
with a very high input impedance. In order that the measured
voltage is not affected to a significant degree by the impedance of
the/
FIG. 3.3. SHUNT METHOD WITH PARALLEL TUNING
FIG. 3. 4. SHUNT METHOD WITH SERIES TUNING
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the source or detector it is necessary that these impedances shall
be at least 200 times greater than that of the transducer. For a
transducer having a capacitance v/> lpF this means that the source
14
and detector impedances must be greater than 2. 10 M.Q , which is
cO
greater than 20Mil for all carrier frequencies up to 3MHz. It is
found in practice that stray capacitance and leakage resistance
throughout the circuit do not permit this level of source and
detector impedance to be obtained.
(iv) Improvement of Amplitude Modulation method by tuning
(a) parallel tuning of transducer and stray capacitances
If other capacitances appear in parallel with the transducer,
e.g. cable capacitance, these can be eliminated from the measurement
by parallel tuning with a suitable inductance as shown in Fig. 3.3.
The inductance is adjusted so that the tuned circuit impedance is a
maximum when the transducer capacitance is nominally zero i.e. the
electrode is a very large distance from any earthed object. The
effective reactance is then given by
X = 1 = 1
J- - co(C,-+Ct) ujCt
WL0
When the cable capacitance is very large it is convenient to
construct this inductor in the form of an auto-transformer situated
within the transducer housing. This can be used to make the
effective transducer capacitance appear much larger than the cable
capacitance/
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capacitance. The method is not perfect, however, since the
Q-factor of the inductor cannot be made large enough. Consequently
the loss resistance which appears in parallel with the reactance
will be smaller than the required level of source and detector
impedance.
This arrangement was used by Groom and Sihvonen (1957)
with their capacitance heart sound pick-up but the output obtained
was not linear with displacement because they used a constant
voltage source.
(b) Series tuning of transducer capacitance
It has been shown by Zaalberg van Zelst (1947) and
Hickling (1952) that the effective impedance of the transducer can
be made very small by series tuning with a suitable inductor. If
the series tuning inductor is situated within the transducer housing
then stray impedances in parallel with the cable and measuring
circuit will have little effect on the output. This arrangement
will also have a good thermal noise performance because the
resistance in the measuring circuit will be very low.
The impedance of the series tuned circuit , as shown in
Fig. 3.4, is given by
z = r -t jwLd jwL
where r is the series loss resistance of the inductor
and connecting cable.
The voltage amplitude which appears across the tuned
circuit is proportional to the modulus of this impedance.
i.e. /
= {/l - (wL wC^}
If the inductor is chosen so that the transducer is series tuned at
its minimum capacitance then the voltage will increase as the
transducer capacitance increases. A maximum value of output voltage
is reached when the transducer electrode makes contact with the body
surface. The modulus of the impedance is then given by
z\ = +
Alternatively, the inductor can be chosen to tune the maximum
capacitance and then any increase in spacing appears as a linear
increase in the measured reactance. This relationship is positive
and the electrode can in theory be displaced to infinity. If the
transducer electrode is uninsulated then contact between the plates
becomes possible so that a maximum capacitance cannot be defined
and no impedance advantage is obtained by series tuning.
The inductor could also be chosen to tune any convenient
intermediate value of the transducer capacitance,however a phase
sensitive detector is then required to avoid ambiguity. The
effective sensitivity can be improved in this way since the changes
in transducer impedance appear larger in relation to the total
measuring circuit impedance. If the intermediate value of
capacitance chosen corresponds to the mean value of the transducer
spacing then the optimum thermal noise output is obtained.
It can be seen that the advantages of this approach will be




impedance becomes as large as that obtained without series tuning.
( v) Frequency Modulation Methods
The method of measuring very small displacements described
by Whiddlngton (1920) used a frequency modulation circuit. This
type of circuit has been used frequently in industrial applications
and also with the cardiovascular sound transducers described by
Cembala (1949); M§kela, t5sterlund and Wallgren (1959); Groom,
Medina and Sihvonen (1963),. and Aronow, Currens and Cosman (1963).
The basic principle of the method is that the capacitance
of the transducer forms part of the tuned circuit which defines the
frequency of an oscillator. As the capacitance of the transducer




where C is the total capacitance tuning the oscillator.
If the transducer capacitance forms the whole of the tuning
capacitance C then
f * JT
where d is the spacing between the transducer electrode
and the body surface.
Since the frequency of oscillation is not proportional to
the spacing the frequency modulation produced will not be linearly
related to the changes in spacing at the transducer electrode. The
method/
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method is also unsatisfactory since the carrier frequency might fall
below 10kHz at very small spacings and oscillations would cease
altogether if the electrode made contact to earth. If the spacing
is not allowed to fall to zero then sensitivity is lost because this
is equivalent to connecting a small capacitor in series with the
transducer.
In most practical circuits the transducer forms only part
of the tuning capacitance of the oscillator. This reduces the
effective sensitivity although the linearity is improved near
resonance since changes in spacing now produce much smaller changes
in frequency. However, the non-linearity is increased when the
spacing becomes very small compared with the value at resonance.
The resonant frequency in such cases is given by
f = 1
where a is a constant for the transducer
A d is the change of spacing which occurs
at the transducer.
The change of frequency Af produced by a change in
transducer spacing Ad is given by
Af <x -±- - 3i>\ H-2A<t ? AJ1
(an infinite series)
The significance of these terms depends on the construction
of the transducer and the magnitude of the parallel capacitance.
The factor b is equal to the spacing of the transducer which would
be/
FIG.3.5 VARIATION OF FREQUENCY WITH DISTANCE FOR DIFFERENT
CAPACITANCES IN PARALLEL WITH THE TRANSDUCER
f
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be necessary to produce a capacitance equal to the total capacitance
in the tuned circuit. It is thus much smaller than the actual mean
spacing of the transducer. It can be seen that is not
proportional to Ad even to a first approximation. Fig. 3.5
shows a series of normalized curves for displacement to frequency
conversion for different values of b.
(vi) demodulation
(a) Amplitude Modulated Signals
An amplitude modulated signal can be demodulated by a
simple rectifier. At low signal levels this may not be satisfactory
due to the characteristics of the rectifier elements. This may
not be a disadvantage with the measuring circuits described in this
section since a small signal implies a large deviation from the
mean position. Improved rectification characteristics can be
achieved by an operational amplifier method as described by
Widlar (1964). If the output voltage passes through zero
amplitude with a phase change of 180° during an oscillation cycle
a phase sensitive demodulator is required to avoid ambiguity in the
output. Since the elements of this type of detector operate as
controlled switches the linearity is better than that of a simple
rectifier. The phase sensitive demodulator using transistors as
switches is discussed more fully in Appendix A .
(b) Frequency Modulated Signals
A common method of frequency demodulation uses a tuned
circuit/
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circuit to convert the frequency variations into amplitude variations
which are then detected by the same means as an amplitude modulated
signal. The efficiency and linearity of this method are poor.
Improved efficiency can be obtained by the use of two tuned circuits
as a discriminator. However this configuration is only
approximately linear over a limited range and the law is not such
that it corrects for the non-linearity of the modulation process.
A linear conversion from frequency to amplitude can be obtained
over a much wider range of frequencies by the use of a beat
frequency or a pulse rate method.
It can be seen that however linear the method of frequency
demodulation may be, it is not possible to correct for the
non-linearity of the modulation process within the demodulation
circuit. In addition the circuits used for frequency modulation
are such that guard rings or screens cannot be used to eliminate
strays and give a linear field at the electrode. For these reasons
it was decided to make a more detailed investigation of amplitude
modulated methods to see if there were any capable of giving a
better linearity than those so far described.
A disadvantage of the amplitude modulated methods described
in this section is that they give an output which is proportional
to the transducer spacing. Since the transducer is being used to
detect a vibration it is not necessary to determine the absolute
value of spacing and it would be more appropriate if the detector
output was proportional to the changes in spacing. This could be
achieved/
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achieved by the use of an A.C. coupling between the detector and
output which would remove the constant component of signal due to
the mean spacing. However, the resultant output would have a poor
signal to noise ratio because the source noise component reaching
the output would be proportional to the transducer spacing, rather
than to the change of spacing. In addition the use of an
A.C. coupling means that the transducer response cannot extend
down to zero frequency. A more satisfactory arrangement would be
to use a circuit with some kind of balance mechanism or zero offset




(i) Impedance measurement by comparison with a
known standard
It is well known that one of the most accurate methods of
measuring an impedance is to compare it with a known impedance under
similar conditions. tfhen a single measurement is required this can
be done by substitution of the known impedance in place of the
unknown in circuits of the type described in Section 3.1(iii). In
the present application a signal is required which is proportional
to variations in the unknown impedance of the transducer. This
can be obtained by making a continuous comparison between the
transducer impedance and an impedance which is adjusted so that
it is equal to the mean value of the transducer impedance.
A continuous comparison between the standard and the
unknown impedances can only be made if two separate measuring
circuits exist. The need to measure both current and voltage in
each circuit can be avoided by arranging that the voltages across
the two impedances are identical, as in Figs. 3.6(b,c) or the currents
flowing through both impedances are identical as in Figs. 3.6(a,d).
This is achieved by having either the source or the detector common
to both measuring circuits.
The circuits shown in Figs. 3.6(a,b) are described as null
methods since the impedance comparison is made by adjusting the
detector output to zero.








i.e. when Z = Z V
u s. u
= z when |v 1 zz |v Is 1 "I 1 s|
Vs
This relationship can be further simplified if the two source
voltages are equal in amplitude,
i.e. Zu
The most convenient method of producing two equal voltages
from a low impedance source is by means of a centre tapped transformer.
A similar method can be used to supply the two current
sources required in the circuit of Fig. 3.6(b) except that the
transformer windings must have a high output impedance.
It can also be seen that suitable transformers may be
used in the circuits in Figs. 3.6(c,d) to obtain the difference
signal between the two detectors.
(ii) Transformer Ratio-Arm Bridges
The corresponding circuits using transformers which are
derived from those in Fig. 3.6(a-d) are shown in Fig. 3.7 (a-d).
These are known as Transformer Ratio-Arm Bridges. The use of this
type of circuit was first proposed by Blumlein in 1928 and has been
described in detail by Calvert (1948), Clark and Vanderlyn (1949),
Karo (1958), Butler (1960), Rogal (1961), Leslie (1961), Golding
(1961) and others. The Transformer Ratio Bridge has formed the
basis/
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basis of a variety of circuits using capacitative transducers
including an aircraft altimeter described by Watton and Pemberton
(1959), a proximity meter by Fielden (c 1947), ar: electronic
micrometer by Wayne Kerr ( 1959) and carrier operated electrostatic
microphones by Arends (1961) and Baxmndall (1963). The method
has not however been applied to the study of cardiovascular sounds
although another type of bridge was used by Yoshitoshi, Machii,
Sekiguchi, Mishina, Ohta, Watanabe, Shinohara, Hanaoka, Kohashi,
Shimizu, Ohno and Shimizu (1965).
The method has a number of advantages not possessed by
other methods of measuring impedances. These may be summarized
as follows
(a) The output signal depends on the change of
Impedance from the balance value rather than
on the absolute impedance.
(b) The noise output at balance is a minimum
since noise generated within the source is
cancelled at the detector terminals.
(c) Separate source and detector circuits exist so
that both can be connected to earth.
(d) The transducer cable can be screened in such a
way that it does not affect the accuracy or
sensitivity of the measurements.
(e) At balance the source and detector impedances




(f) The transformer ratio arm has a high stability.
(g) Since differences in impedances are being
measured the method has a high sensitivity.
(h) If the transducer impedance is a simple
reactance then the balancing impedance need
only consist of a similar variable reactance.
The operation of the circuit is therefore simple.
(i) One terminal of the transducer capacitance can
always be at earth. This is necessary since it
is desirable that the patient is at earth potential
for his own safety and because the large capacitance
which would otherwise exist between him and earth
might affect the measuring circuit.
The major disadvantage of the null method is that the
o
output voltage changes phase by 180 as the bridge passes through
balance. In order to avoid ambiguity a phase sensitive detector
must be used. This detector must work efficiently at very small
signal levels otherwise errors will arise when the bridge is close
to balance.
(iii) Impedance Bridges
In Fig. 3.7 it can be seen that the bridges b and d give
output voltages which are proportional to the difference between
the two impedances. Either of these arrangements would therefore
seem suitable for the measurement of variations in the impedance
of the cardiovascular sound transducer. At balance this circuit
gives/
FIG .3.8. EFFECT OF PARALLEL IMPEDANCE ON THE LINEARITY
OF THE IMPEDANCE BRIDGE
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gives an accurate measure of the transducer impedance but off balance
it is found that impedances in parallel with the transducer affect
the linearity of the output. The distortion which is produced
in the output characteristic is sketched in Fig. 3.8. Since the
source and detector appear in parallel with the unknown it is not
possible to arrange a neutral screen to reduce the effects of
stray capacitance from the transducer lead.
The effects of the stray capacitance can be reduced by
series tuning the transducer with a suitable inductor so that its
impedance is low. If the same arrangement is used for the
balancing impedance the effective output impedance of the bridge is
very low at the resonance of the two circuits. The source and
detector impedances can then be ignored. However for wide
departures from balance the impedance of the transducer will appear
high and these parallel impedances can no longer be neglected*
(iv) Admittance Bridges
The bridges shown in Fig. 3.7 a,c give output currents which
are proportional to the difference between the admittances of
transducer and standard. Since the admittance is defined as the
reciprocal of the impedance the output is not proportional to the
difference of the impedances. These two bridges are however
particularly suitable for the measurement of the impedance of a small
capacitance at a remote point. This is because the source and









FIG. 3.9. THOMPSON BRIDGE FOR SMALL CAPACITANCES
Zu
FIG. 3. IO. SIMPLIFIED EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
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the capacitor and the cables to the capacitor can be screened in
such a way that the strays are eliminated from the measuring circuit.
One possible form of screening arrangement is shown in
Fig. 3.9. This circuit is commonly known as the Thompson Bridge,
and detailed analyses of its operation are given by Leslie (1961)
and Binnie and Foord (1964). It is the arrangement preferred by
Fielden (c 1947), Arends (1961) and Baxandall (1963) for use with
their respective types of transducer.
It can be shown that provided the leakage inductance and
resistance losses of the transformer windings are small the presence
of stray impedances in parallel with one or both windings will have
no significant effect on the output ratio. The bridge can then be
represented by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3.10. This
contains two equal but antiphased voltage sources having a common
impedance which appears in series with the detector. The internal
impedance of the balance detector is also included for completeness
of analysis.
Since the source impedance is very small the thermal noise
component associated with the two source voltages will be small
and will cancel at balance. The magnitude of the thermal noise
which appears at the detector input at balance will therefore depend
on the parallel combination of the impedances in the bridge network.
Baxandall (1963) has shown that if these impedances are reactivs
then the effective output impedance of the bridge network can be
reduced by series timing. The resultant output impedance of the
balanced bridge is then equal to the common source impedance Z
plus/
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plus any loss resistance in the tuning reactances and an optimum
noise performance is obtained if the detector is matched to this
impedance.
(v) Analysis of the Equivalent Circuit
of the Thompson Bridge
Since the impedance in the detector arm of the equivalent
bridge circuit is not zero the output current off balance is not
simply related to the difference between the unknown and standard
impedances. The actual value of detector current for all states
of unbalance can be determined by nodal analysis of the bridge
network.
V = V I z
g u u
•V = v I z
g s s




Substituting in equation (3) for Iu and X from equations
(1) and (2) gives
"V ffo-V) _ CVWV) T . ( Zd + ?*)=
I 2U J
(4)
Collecting up all terms in V this gives






which can be rearranged to give
"v ^ .v.
(6)
Since Z. and Z are constant I . is proportional to V. Z is also
d g d s
constant so that variations in the voltage V are produced solely by
variations in the unknown impedance Zu« It can be seen that since
a term in Zy appears in the denominator of the fraction on the right
hand side of equation (6) this equation is not linear with respect
to Zu» The magnitude of the non-linearity is clearly dependent on
the value of the term
b—1<■ <VZ«) Jd gJ
It is found that four particular values of this function are of
interest.
(a) Ideal Voltage Source and Ideal Current Detector
(za + 2BH\/,+ ^s )
(z^ + z_)J
As d g) U)ll s [ -+■ OO so that
!a + V
the non-linearity increases. Such an arrangement is clearly
undesirable.
(b) Ideal Voltage Detector or High Impedance Source
(zd ♦ \)■>oo so that I zc1 + s
<zd + zg>J
f ->
giving V = ( s - Zu) .V
(Z5 + V
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It can be seen that this condition removes the source and detector
impedances from the bridge output function. The output function
obtained is still non-linear with respect to Z_ but to a lesser
s
degree than that predicted for the Frequency Modulated circuit in
Section 3.1.
(c) Baxandall's Low Noise Condition
Ideally this requires (Z. + Z ) = -Z which givesd g 8
<zs - V . vg
<z, + Va>
It can be seen that this gives a better linearity than the previous
case as well as having a better noise performance.
(d) Linear Condition
If (Z. + Z ) = -Z it can be seen that the term in Zd g s u
is eliminated from the equation giving
v - (z. - V VE
z.
which is a linear equation in terms of Zy.
Although this result is possible in theory it cannot be
achieved in practice since the conditions require that Zd and
are pure reactances. A close approximation is however possible by




(vi) Conditions for Optimum Linearity
Since Zg and are both complex they can be expressed in
the forms
Z
s N_- + iuCs)
zd = ju> L + r
The source impedance Zg may be assumed to be a pure resistance R^.
The condition for optimum linearity is that (Z + Z . + Z ) -> 0 .
g d s
which can now be expressed in the form
I -f j u)L -t f ■+ 0
(t + ^c>)
I + ( J_ + jwCs)(j^Lt,R5tr) -5* 0i.e. ' ^ R
In order that this expression does become small it is necessary that
its real and imaginary parts are both small so these can be treated
separately.
- ( I + A_ - &) where R.' - "*5 +r
It can be seen that by a suitable choice of the inductance this term
can be made to equal to zero.
Both/
j. (-ft *"c'"')
FIG. 3.11. METHOD FOR VARYING SERIES INDUCTANCE
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Both terms in this expression are positive so that the imaginary




This implies thaty provided the internal resistance of the
generator is very small compared with the reactance of the
linearizing inductance and the leakage resistance of the transducer
is large compared with its reactance, an operating frequency can be
chosen which will give a very small error.
A practical difficulty encountered with this arrangement
is that since a wide range of balancing adjustment is required the
linearizing inductor must be changed for each new setting of the
balance capacitor. It is therefore necessary to incorporate some
means of varying the effective inductance in the circuit or the
frequency of the generator. One possible arrangement is shown in
Pig. 3.11 where the capacitor in parallel with the Inductance is
used to control the effective reactance in the detector path of the
bridge. Further difficulties arise when the stray impedances in
the network are considered since the method of screening used in
The Thompson Bridge increases the capacitance which appears in
parallel with the detector path. The effective reactance can be
made positive by increasing the value of inductance. This results
in an increased series resistance so that the linearity of the
arrangement/
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arrangement is lower than predicted.
Since the linearity which would be obtained by this
method is not as good as might be expected from the simple theory,
and since a continuous adjustment is required for the linearizing
inductor, it was decided to investigate other methods capable of
giving a better performance.
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3.3 Bridge Networks with Feedback
(i) Modulation of Source Voltage to Improve Linearity
It has been shown in Section 3.2 that the output voltage
of the Thompson Bridge becomes linear with respect to changes in the
unknown impedance when certain conditions are fulfilled. In
practice it is found that the stray capacitances and the loss
resistances which exist within the bridge circuit reduce the accuracy
with which a linear characteristic can be obtained. An
investigation was therefore made into the possible use of feedback
within the bridge network to produce a linear conversion between
input displacement and output voltage.
In order to avoid the difficulties associated with the use
of series inductors in the detector circuit it is desirable to use
a detector with a high input impedance. The output voltage of the
bridge is then given by
v ■ <z. - V • vg
<za ♦ V
A normalized graph of this function is shown in Fig. 3.12. It can
be seen that if the source voltage amplitude could be reduced when
Z is less than Z and increased when Z is greater than Z the
U us
resultant output of the bridge would be more linear with respect
to changes in Zu« This modulation can be obtained by using the
detected output of the bridge to control the oscillator amplitude or
by adding a proportion of the carrier frequency output in a suitable
phase/
FIG. 3,13, BRIDGE NETWORK WITH FEEDBACK MODULATION
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phase to each half of the source transformer. A simplified circuit
of the method is shown in Fig. 3.13.
(ii) Analysis of the Modulation Method
The output function of the circuit shown in Fig. 3.13 may
be derived as follows.
vi - vg + V - 1 ZBo s s
>1 + Vo - JuZu
Vi = (Iu - V zd
vo 11 vi
From (1) I = V + V - v.
s g o i
and from (2) 1^ = Vg + VQ +
Substitution for I , I and V in equation (3) gives
s u o
v f 1 J f'-^t . V I- M
'[zj Z« Z, J
and after multiplying through by (-Z„.Z ) this becomesU S
- (l +% = vg (Zu - Zs )
It can be seen that if p = ^1 + _Jijthe term in Zu is eliminated
d
from/
PIG. 3.14, MOD IF! CAT iQN OF OUTPUT CHARACTERISTIC BY USE OF FEEDBACK
FIG. 3.15. ALTERNATIVE BRIDGE NETWORK USING FEEDBACK
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from the left hand side of the equation. The output voltage
is then proportional to changes in the unknown impedance Zy.
i*e*
Vi = (Zu " Zs J „ - V„
rs)Z.d'
Provided Z. ^5> Z this may be written as
a s
"i - (zu - V • vg
2 Z
S
This condition corresponds to a 5C7f0 modulation of the
carrier amplitude and produces an output characteristic represented
by the dotted line in Fig. 3.14. It can be seen that this line
is tangential to the uncorrected characteristic at the balance
point.
(iii) An Alternative Method
Examination of the equations for the modulation method show
that it is not necessary to modulate both sources in the bridge
network in order to produce a linear output. The circuit shown in
Fig. 3.15 also gives a linear output and has a higher sensitivity
than the method described above.
The output function of this circuit is derived as
follows.
vi - Vg + Vo - 'a Zs (1>
"vl = Vg " JuZu <2)
vi - ««- V Za (3)
vo " fi vi (4)
FIG. 3.16. LINEAR CHARACTERISTIC GIVEN BY ALTERNATIVE METHOD
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Substitution for I , I and V from equations (1), (2), and(4)
s u o
in equation (3) give
r[yg- VJ -K+ VJvi .zdB ' ^ "L-JL
z z
S u
Collecting up terms in and v^ this gives
'A * >. zu|= «u- v
Ov)It can be seen that if /3 = ( 1 + 3 \ the terms inV
Zu on the left hand side can be eliminated. The output voltage is
then proportional to changes in the unknown impedence Zu,
i.e. v. = (Z - Z ) V*■ u s g
Z
s
It can be seen that the sensitivity in this case is at least twice
that of the method described in the previous section. The resultant
linear characteristic is shown in Fig. 3.16.
(iv) The Effects of Cable Capacitance
It has been shown in sections (ii) and (iii) above that a





where Zs is the standard impedance used to balance the bridge
Z . is the input impedance of the detector,
d
Provided Z . » Z /3> can be considered constant irrespective of the
a s »'
value of Z . However the use of a neutral screen to reduce the
s
stray capacitance to the transducer lead increases the capacitance
across the detector input. The effective input impedance of the
detector is reduced so that at very large spacings of the transducer
Z is not negligible. As a result different values of are
s
zd
required at different balance settings in order to obtain optimum
linearity. This cannot be obtained unless some form of gain
control is coupled to the balancing impedance. The effective
input impedance of the amplifier can be increased by parallel tuning
the cable capacitance but if the *0* - factor of the tuned circuit
is too high the bandwidth for vibration frequencies will be reduced.
Hie use of parallel tuning at this point in the circuit
produces an arrangement in which the requirements for a linear
solution of the equations are no longer unambiguous. This is
because the parallel tuned circuit can itself be adjusted to produce
an approximately linear characteristic without modulation of the
source. Hie same parallel combination of inductance and
capacitance can be adjusted to produce any of the solutions given in
Section 3.2. It can then be shown that in each case a suitable
choice of the feedback gain will produce a linear solution.
Zu
FIG. 3.17. operational amplifier method
Zu
FIG.3.18. operational amplifier with 'backmg-off ' facility
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3.4. Operational Amplifier Method
(i) Impedance Comparison Using an Operational Amplifier
Another method of comparing two impedances is to use them
to define the gain of a circuit containing an operational amplifier
as shown in Fig. 3.17. (See Gilbert (1964)). If the gain of the
amplifier is very large than it can be shown that
v
out - fu • vg
z.
It can be seen that changes in output voltage are proportional to
changes in the unknown impedance but these are associated with a
constant output proportional to the mean value of the unknown
impedance. The disadvantages of using A.C. coupling in such
circumstances have been discussed already in Section 3.1. The
need for A.C. coupling can be avoided if the mean signal at the
output is "backed off" with an equal but opposite signal derived
from the source. This method has the advantage that noise arising
in the source is also cancelled so that some of the advantages of
the bridge network are retained.
A simple form of "backing-off" arrangement is shown in
Fig. 3.18. This type of circuit would however require the use of
a phase sensitive detector. It is often more convenient and
reliable if the output and reference signals are both detected at
high level before the constant component is cancelled out. This
avoids/
FIG. 3.19. OPERATIONAL METHOD SHOWN IN BRIDGE FORM
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avoids the difficulties which would otherwise arise if a phase
difference existed between the two signals.
(ii) Analysis of the Method
The circuit of the operational amplifier method is redrawn
in Pig. 3.19 so that an easy comparison can be made with the two
bridge methods described in Section 3.3. Analysis by the nodal
method gives
vi - Vg "zs (1)
V1 = vo " "u Zu (2)
*1 = «u + V zd (3)
vo - '4)




From (2) iu = v0 -
Z
u
which give by substitution in equation (3)
Vi "
v u s
Collecting up terms and substituting for v^ from equation (4) this
becomes















































FIG.3.2L *BACKINQ-OFF ELIMINATES CONSTANT ERROR
!
In order that the output voltage is proportional to Z it is
u
necessary to eliminate the term in Zu from the denominator in this
equation. If Z. = -Z then this term is zero but even if this isd s
not so the error will be small provided is very large and the
unknown impedance is not large compared with either the standard or
the detector input impedance.
(iii) Limits of Accuracy
It can be seen from the above equation that, provided the
gain and input impedance of the operational amplifier are known and
the normal range of variation of the unknown impedance is specified,
the minimum accuracy of the system can be determined. Fig, 3,20
shows how the output characteristic of the amplifier is affected by
the error term.
This error can be expressed in the form
e= ~7r{'(i;+ "sXz*~2")}
The constant error terms associated with the mean value of the
unknown impedance Z are eliminated by the "backing-off" procedure
m
since the output voltage is brought to zero at the mean value.
The remaining error terms then produce a non-linear characteristic
as shown in Fig. 3.21. Since it is usually arranged that the mean
value of the unknown impedance is of the same order of magnitude as
the standard impedance the linearity of the characteristic will




Provided (Z - Z ) is not greater than Z. the error due to this term
m u a
will be of the same order as the other error terms. The magnitude
of Z^ is however limited by the capacitance which shunts the
amplifier input terminals when a guard screen is used. The
reactance of this capacitance may be more than an order of
magnitude smaller than the impedance variations in the unknown so that




DEVELOPMENT OF A PRACTICAL BRIDGE CIRCUIT
4.1. Basic Requirements
A variety of methods for the measurement of impedance
have been discussed in theory in Chapter 3. It was decided at an
early stage in the project that a bridge system would be the most
satisfactory of these methods for the present application. This
chapter describes the development of a suitable linear bridge
circuit together with its associated oscillator and detector. The
practical form of the Capacitance Proximity Transducer will be
described in a later chapter.
The most convenient form of bridge network for the
comparison of two capacitative impedances is the Thompson Bridge
discussed in Section 3.2. The voltage sources of the network are
provided by a high frequency oscillator which has a centre tapped
output winding. This winding forms the ratio-arm of the network ,
and the transducer and a variable capacitor are connected across the
full winding to complete the bridge. The output signal of the
bridge is detected between the centre tap of the transformer and
the junction of the two capacitances. The amplitude and phase
of the voltage which appears at this point is a function of the
value of the variable capacitor and the spacing between the transducer
electrode and the body surface. The detected voltage is zero when
the capacitance of the variable is adjusted so that it equals the
capacitance of the transducer. Any changes in spacing which occur
at/
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at the transducer will then produce an output voltage. If the
amplitude of this voltage is detected by a suitable phase sensitive
method a low frequency signal related to the motion of the body
surface can be obtained.
It is known that the spectrum of adult heart sounds has
component frequencies extending from ^1 Ez to at least 2kHz
(see Luisada 1965) so that the signal bandwidth of the instrument
must extend from 0 to > 2kHz. In order to achieve this bandwidth
the carrier frequency used must be greater than 10kHz. In practice
it is found desirable to make this frequency as high as possible
so that the transducer impedance is small compared with that of
the detector. The upper limit of carrier frequency is at about
1 MHz since the transistors required in the detector circuit will
not operate at higher frequencies.
It is intended that the output obtained from the
instrument is suitable for recording on magnetic tape since this is
the most convenient form of record for further analysis. Direct
recording of the signal is not possible since the spectral
distribution extends below the limit of normal direct recording
bandwidths. Direct recording of the modulated carrier was
considered but this is not possible at a realistic speed for carrier
frequencies above 10kHz. For this reason frequency modulation
recording is necessary and even with this method a speed of 15"/sec.
is necessary to give a signal bandwidth from 0 to 2.5kHz. Equipment
suitable for F.M. recording at 15"/sec. was not available although
recordings/
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recordings at 7j"/sec. were made in the later stages of the project.
This gives an effective signal bandwidth from 0 to 1.25kHz.
. x f
FIG. 4.1. C7./4SS 'b' oscillator
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4.2. Source Oscillators
(i) Single Sided Oscillator
Some preliminary experiments were made using a single
transistor class B oscillator of the same type as that used by
Baxandall (1963) in his circuit for an electrostatic microphone
(shown in Fig. 4.1). In order to produce two output voltages
which are exactly equal it is necessary to use bifilar secondary
windings. This ensures close magnetic coupling between the two
windings. However the capacitance between the two sections of the
winding is high so that when these are connected in series the
winding capacitance forms part of the tuning capacitance of the
oscillator. In the particular circuit used it was found that the
self resonant frequency of the oscillator transformer was less than
100kHz.
Another difficulty which occurs with this type of winding
is the uneven distribution of stray capacitances between its sections
and other windings on the same core. This affects the measuring
circuit because certain of these capacitances appear in parallel
with the elements of the bridge. The effect of these capacitances
can be reduced by the use of a suitable interwinding screen but
this was not possible with the miniature ferrite pot-core which was
used for the transformer. Gome improvement was obtained by
rearranging the connections to the primary and feedback windings of




In order to test this arrangement before the transducer
was completed two miniature air dielectric trimmers were used to
complete the bridge network. Examination of the output amplitude
with an oscilloscope showed that the arrangement was highly
sensitive to the proximity of earthed objects. The oscillator
waveform was also examined and found to have a high harmonic content.
This was due to the low'Q'-factor of the oscillator tuned circuit
and was particularly noticeable at low frequencies of oscillation.
(ii) Push-Pull Oscillator
After it was found that the output of the Class B
oscillator had a high harmonic content it was decided to use a
push-pull oscillator for later versions of the bridge circuit.
This type of oscillator is symmetrical throughout so that even-order
harmonics are not present in the output and also the interwinding
capacitances of the output transformer are more symmetrical with
respect to earth.
A very simple and satisfactory push-pull oscillator is the
long-tailed-pair current switching circuit described by Foss and
Sizmuir (1962). This is shown in Fig. 4.2. The great advantage
of this type of circuit is that its performance is much less
dependent on transistor parameters than the class B circuit which
may operate in class A or class C depending on the current gain of
the transistor. In order to avoid the production of even harmonics
due to asymmetry the stray capacitances between the ends of the
primary/
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primary winding and earth must be equal. A bifilar primary winding
is therefore undesirable although equality between the two halves
of the winding is essential. Baxandall (1964) recommends a method
in which the two halves of the winding are wound on separate halves
of the transformer core. These windings are arranged so that the
'starting turns* are adjacent at the centre of the former. The
windings are built up in opposite directions and the 'finishing turns*
are linked externally to produce a centre tapped winding. In this
way the stray capacitances to the two halves of the winding are
almost identical and the finishing turns' of the winding act as a
partial screen between the primary and secondary win lings. Any
residual imbalance can be corrected by the use of external trimmer
capacitors.
On the secondary side of the transformer exact equality of
the two halves is still essential but it is necessary to reduce the
capacitance associated with a bifilar winding. This can be achieved
by splitting the secondary winding into four equal sections which
are wound bifilarly on the two halves of the former. These coils
are then connected externally to complete the secondary winding in
such a way that each half-winding consists of two of the four
sections, one from each half of the former. The self capacitance
of the resulting secondary winding is less than that associated with
a simple bifilar winding and the stray capacitances associated with
the winding are more symmetrically distributed. A schematic






FIG.4.3. SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF BRIDGE TRANSFORMER WINDINGS
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shown in Fig. 4.3,
Examination of the output of an oscillator constructed
with this type of transformer showed that the most significant
harmonic remaining in the output was the seventh. The amplitude
of this harmonic was such that any error it produced would certainly
be less than other errors present in the system. Litz wire was later
used to improve the ,Q* factor of the transformer windings and this
resulted in a further reduction in the harmonic constant of the
oscillator output.
(iii) Oscillator Output Impedance
In the long-tailed-pair circuit the voltage which appears
across the secondary winding is proportional to the dynamic resistance
of the tuned circuit. A low harmonic content is obtained when the
circuit has a high Q-factor i.e. the dynamic resistance is large
compared with the tuned circuit reactance. The resulting source
impedance for the bridge energizing voltage is therefore high. For
optimum performance of the bridge network it is necessary that the
two voltages appear to come from very low impedance sources.
Baxandall (1963) has not included this in his calculation of the
output impedance of the bridge network although it will obviously
increase the noise output of the series-tuned bridge.
Alternatives to the long-tailed-pair oscillator, described
by Baxandall (1960) and Roddam (1963) were considered but it was
found that none of these had suitable output arrangements for the





FIG. A, 4. CARRIER FREQUENCY BUFFER AMPLIFIER
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amplifier between the oscillator and the bridge ratio transformer
in order to reduce the effective source impedance presented to
the bridge network. The circuit of this amplifier, which is of the
Earthed Collector Common-Emitter type described by Hilling (1963)
and Bond (1964), is shown in Fig. 4.4. The use of a buffer
amplifier in this way isolates the tuned circuit of the oscillator
from the bridge network so that changes in bridge reactance do not
affect the oscillator frequency. It is arranged that the output
transformer of the amplifier has a very low«Q'factor so its response
is independent of oscillator frequency and variations of components
in the bridge network. Since the transistors in the amplifier
operate in Class B Push-Pull careful matching is required to avoid
cross-over distortion. Using Mullard type BSY51 transistors an
output impedance of 240 -ft was obtained. This is limited by the
maximum amplitude of drive signal, the supply voltage of the
amplifier and the maximum permissible power dissipation in the
transistors. The effective source impedance to be added to the
bridge impedance at balances is thus about 60-Q . This source
impedance could be further reduced if transistors with a higher







FIG. 4.5. PHASE SENSITIVE DETECTOR AND FILTER
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4.3. Detector
Since the output of the bridge passes through zero at
balance and the signals on either side of balance differ in phase by
180° it is necessary to use a phase sensitive detector to avoid
ambiguity of output. This consists essentially of two electronic
switches which are driven on and off alternately by a signal in phase
with the oscillator. A full wave rectified output is therefore
obtained which changes sign as the bridge passes through balance
and changes phase. Quadrature components of the fundamental and
even-order harmonics average to zero each half cycle and so do not
contribute to the output amplitude. The high frequency ripple which
appears as part of the full wave rectified signal is removed by a
suitable filter with a high frequency cut-off at 10 K Hz.
An experimental detector was constructed using two
transistors as shown in Fig. 4.5. The detector circuit is of the
same form as the well known 'Ring Modulator' using transistors as
the switching elements (Hakim and Barrett, 1964). A similar circuit
has also been used by Baxandall (1963) as a detector for the bridge
output. In his paper he observes that the waveforms obtained from
the detector transistors depends on their high frequency
characteristics. A variety of transistor types were therefore
examined to find which would give the most satisfactory performance
in the detector circuit. Some difficulty was encountered in
carrying out these investigations due to the inadequate frequency
response of the oscilloscopes available. The Fairchild C 111 E
transistor/
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transistor was found to give the best results of the types which
were tested although this was not completely satisfactory. From the
papers by Semiconductors Ltd. (1961), Standard Telephones and
et al
Cables Ltd. (1961) and Evans/(1961) it appears that the bidirectional
type of switching transistor would give a more satisfactory
performance. This type of transistor has been used in a bridge
detector by Calvert and Mildwater (1963). The C 111 E is not
a bidirectional device and it was found that it would not operate
in the inverted mode which is a common practice in this type of
switching circuit (Lyden, 1965).
In use it was found that the phase sensitive detector
action was affected by the state of balance of the bridge. At wide
departures from balance the signal being rectified was in fact larger
than the reference signal with the result that the 'switch' was not
remaining on. The detector output was therefore limited at large
amplitudes. In addition it was found that since the transistors
would not work in the inverted mode only half wave rectification of
the bridge output was occuring. As a result the detected output was
less than predicted and a high level of carrier ripple was presented
to the filter. Modifications to the oscillator output transformer
would enable an improved drive to be supplied.
A four transistor detector was also tested since this type
of circuit is designed to handle signals of either polarity (Decker,
1955, Milnes, 1957, Lyden 1965). However it was found to be
unsatisfactory because the 'on* resistance of the transistor pairs
was/
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was comparable with the filter impedance.
A further difficulty was encountered with both types of
detector circuit since the drive waveform used was sinusoidal.
The transistor switches cannot come on until the drive exceeds the
base saturation voltage. The sinusoidal drive must therefore be
large enough to ensure this for as much as possible of the cycle
without exceeding the break-down ratings of the transistor at
maximum drive amplitude. A square waveform could be derived frem
the oscillator output by the use of additional amplifiers and
limiting stages but this would increase the complexity of the
apparatus and might produce a phase lag in the reference path.
An attempt was made to devise a'floating'circuit which
would allow a high current to flow into the base of the switching
transistor when the applied voltage was small but limit it once
saturation was achieved. However it was found that such an
arrangement would only function for one polarity of signal.
A reasonably acceptable detector performance was ultimately
obtained by using the type 0C141 Symmetrical Germanium transistors
although their frequency response was hardly adequate for switching
at 1M Hz. (Appendix A discusses in more detail the characteristics
of transistors in relation to their switching performance).
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4,4 * Linearity Correction
(i) Non-Linearity at Large Amplitudes
Most workers who have used bridge methods for dynamic
measurements make the assumption that the variation to be observed
in the unknown element is very small compared with the bridge
standard. In such cases the output may be considered linear within
the specified accuracy of the Instrument and if it is operated near
balance the sensitivity will be approximately constant. However
such a specification does not make full use of the available
sensitivity and signal to noise ratio of the bridge method.
In the present application it cannot be assumed that the
bridge will always remain close to balance so that, unless the output
function is linear, distortion will result. Since distortion implies
harmonic generation and the detected signals are required for
frequency analysis it is necessary to correct for any non-linearities
in the output. Once a linear output function is achieved then the
sensitivity will be constant irrespective of the state of balance of
the bridge and optimum signal to noise ratio can be obtained by
allowing very large changes (i.e. fluctuations of the same order of
magnitude as the standard).
rhe linearity and sensitivity of the transducer and bridge
network were tested under both static and dynamic conditions. The
results of these tests are discussed in detail in Chapter 5, Section 2.
(ii) Correction by Non-Linear Amplifier.




non-linear amplifier was constructed using semiconductor diodes to
give an approximate correction curve. Since the bridge output can
be assumed linear at small amplitudes any correction, if only
approximate, can be used to limit the distortion to a known level at
large amplitudes. Under suitable bias and gain conditions in the
non-linear amplifier its transmission characteristic can be made a
good approximation to the inverse of the output characteristic of the
bridge network. A difficulty in the present situation is that the
correction system must be able to function irrespective of balance
conditions of the bridge and very low frequencies. Diode shaping
network and multiplication elements are recognised analogue computing
techniques (Berry 1959, 1963) but in such cases the signal is at
least of audio frequency and can be A.C. coupled. This means that
the biasing arrangements of the shaping network are independent of
the signal input. As a result it was found that although the
circuit could be made to function satisfactorily under fixed balance
conditions it could not be made to work for all possible conditions.
The final circuit shown in Fig. 4.6. was also difficult to set up
since three diodes were required to produce the necessary
characteristic.
(iii) Correction by Feedback
In general, feedback may be used to reduce the distortion of
a non-linear amplifier but the combination of oscillator, bridge and
detector do not form an amplifier in the conventional sense. However
if the detected output of the bridge could be fedback in some way to
control/
Feedback
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control the amplitude applied to the bridge as indicated in Fig. 4.7.
then improved linearity might be obtained. It would be necessary to
arrange the connections so that the oscillator amplitude was reduced
as the transducer spacing was reduced and vice versa. This
modulation of the oscillator amplitude can be obtained fairly readily
in the long-tailed pair oscillator by controlling the tail current
(Foss & Sizmuir, 1962). An experimental circuit was constructed
using the detected output to control the tail current. This is
shown in block form in Fig. 4. 8.
Correct adjustment of the mean level of the bridge
operating voltage was essential otherwise the range of correction
was limited by over modulation in the oscillator. For perfect
correction of the non-linearity at the maximum amplitude of vibration
a modulation depth of 50^ was required. Fig. 4.9. shows the
resulting bridge characteristic. This must be achieved without
bottoming the transistors. In addition the minimum amplitude of
reference signal provided for the detector must remain greater than






FIG. 4.IO. COMPLETE BRIDGE NETWORK INCLUDING STRAYS
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4.5, Final Form of the Bridge Network
In the final arrangement of the bridge network it is
necessary to take into account the effects of the screened cable
used to eliminate stray capacitance in parallel with the transducer.
The screen of this cable is connected to the neutral point of the
bridge network so that the capacitance of the cable is in parallel
with one half of the secondary winding. <CNl_). The
capacitance (C ) between the neutral point and the .junction of the
NE
two bridge capacitors, which is at earth potential, will also be
increased by the presence of this cable. These capacitances are
shown in Fig. 4.10.
Since it is desirable to keep these capacitances as small
as possible a low capacitance cable is required and its length must
be limited. For convenience a maximum length of 10 ft. was chosen
as being adequate for most purposes. It is also important that the
cable should be light and flexible. The •Transradio' type J 00230
which has a capacitance of 15 pF/ft. was found to be the most
satisfactory type of cable available. The total capacitance of
10 ft. of this cable connected to the transducer was found to be
165 pF.
This capacitance appears in parallel with one half of the
winding and it is desirable to balance it with a similar capacitor
across the other half winding. This is because the leakage impedance
of the transformer winding will not be zero, with the result that the
two outputs obtained from the winding will not be accurately equal
and/
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and antiphase unless the shunt impedances are also equal. it is
convenient to keep the total capacitance across the transformer
windings constant irrespective of the actual length of cable used.
This can be arranged by means of a preset capacitor (C^) in parallel
with the cable capacitance, which is set to its minimum value when a
10 ft. cable is used,and a fixed capacitor (C2> across the other half
winding. The minimum value of a suitable preset capacitor is 20pF
so that the nominal capacitance across half the winding is 185pF.
Since the next larger value of fixed capacitor is 200pF, the working
value of capacitance in parallel with both halves of the winding was
adjusted to 200pF.
These capacitances will also affect the tuning of the bridge
transformer which forms part of the load of the buffer amplifier.
In order to minimize the harmonic content in the buffer amplifier
output it is necessary to make the 'q*-factor of the transformer as
high as possible. The load resistance of the amplifier (R) is 240-d
so the inductance (L ) of the transformer must be very low in order
to give a high working 'Q*-factor. A large value capacitor will
therefore be required to tune the transformer inductance to the
oscillator frequency. This has the advantage that changes in the
bridge balance capacitor and the transducer, which also appear in
parallel with the transformer, will have little effect on the resonant
frequency of the transformer.
In order to obtain a reasonable accuracy for the turns-ratio
of the transformer the number of turns in each winding cannot be
reduced indefinitely. The optimum was found to be about 8 turns per half
winding/
winding which gives an effective primary inductance L^. of 16 )xH
and a working 'Q* of 2.4 at 1 M Hz. The capacitance necessary to
tune this inductance at 1 M Hz is 1.5 nF of which 10O pF is
provided by the capacitances C , C. and c„. The transformer is
NL 1 2
tuned to parallel resonance by means of preset C3 when the transducer
and balance capacitor are disconnected,in order that these do not
affect the resonant frequency.
The capacitance between neutral and earth C must also be
ne
considered in relation to the bridge characteristics since it
appears in parallel with the detector input terminals. This consists
largely of the capacitance of the screen of the transducer cable
to the earth lead which connects with the transducer housing. This
was measured and found to be 160 pF for the 10 ft. cable. This
capacitance would make no difference to a detector with a low input
impedance but for proper operation of the feedback correction a
very high input impedance is necessary. This impedance can be
increased if it is parallel-tuned by a suitable inductor and the
greater the *Q*-factor of the inductor the greater the effective
impedance across the detector. The *Q'-factor cannot be Increased
indefinitely since a maximum value is set by the bandwidth required.





where fQ is the carrier frequency
f is the maximum signal frequency.
For a 1 m Hz carrier frequency and a 2 k Hz maximum signal
frequency/
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frequency this gives a maximum permissible 'Q*-factor of 250,
This value will increase as the carrier frequency is increased.
However the *Q'-factor of the type LA 2704 and LA 2705 ferrite
pot-cores, which are the most suitable for the contruction of
inductors at around 1 M Hz, decreases as the frequency rises.
This means that an optimum operating frequency can always be found
at which the 'Q'-factor of the inductance will equal the *Q*-factor
giving the necessary bandwidth at that frequency. It is found that
an optimum 'Q*-factor of 225 is obtained at a frequency of 0.9 M Hz.
using an LA 2704 vinkor. This means that the maximum possible
detector impedance which can be obtained is no more than seven times
greater than the maximum output impedance of the bridge network and
this will be further reduced by the input impedance of the actual
detector. It can be seen that a reduction in cable length would
increase the effective impedance in parallel with the detector.
Since a cable of less than 5 ft. would be unsatisfactory for clinical
use, a twofold increase in impedance is the maximum obtainable by
this means.
The use of a negative impedance convertor as an alternative
to parallel tuning was also considered but it was found that such
circuits do not function satisfactorily at large amplitudes and high
frequencies. Other methods of screening the transducer lead were
investigated but no satisfactory arrangement was found which did not
produce a capacitance across the detector terminals.
Since/
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Since the detector impedance is not very large compared with
the transducer impedance the feedback arrangement is not entirely
satisfactory. This is because,although the correction can be set
up to give a linear output at any particular balance capacitor
setting,a different adjustment is required for every other balance
setting. In spite of this difficulty the overall linearity of
the bridge network with feedback can be adjusted so that it is
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CHAPTER 5
CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING OF A PRACTICAL
CAPACITANCE PROXIMITY TRANSDUCER
5.1. Construction of the Transducer
The basic design factors for the Capacitance Proximity
Transducer have been discussed in Chapter 2. It is intended in this
chapter to describe in more detail the form of transducer which was
constructed and used during the course of these investigations.
The initial form of transducer construction was based on
the transducer described by Groom and Sihvonen (1957a). This design
was modified so that the lead to the detecting electrode and the
electrode itself are screened within the earthed outer housing of the
transducer. The transducer thus consists of an outer shell at earth
potential which can be in contact with the patient or mounted at some
'remote* point. An inner shell which is maintained at the neutral
potential of the bridge, and the detecting electrode. A cross section
of the transducer and a view of its front face are shown in Fig. 5.1.
The three sections are connected to a double coaxial socket on the
top of the transducer so that double screened cable could be used if
necessary. However it was found later that this type of cable is too
heavy and rigid. In practice it is not necessary to make any earth
connection to the patient and a single screened cable was therefore
used. This enabled the stray capacitance from the electrode lead to
earth to be eliminated from the bridge balance conditions. The
effective/




effective sensitivity of the transducer is thus increased and the
need for building a transformer within the housing is avoided. A
micrometer adjustment was incorporated so that the spacing between
the electrode and any surface on which the housing rested could be
adjusted.
The overall dimensions of the transducer were chosen to be
of the same order as those used by Groom,the diameter of the
detecting electrode being made as large as possible in order to cut
down edge effects. The neutral screen does not function as a guard
ring since it is not at the same potential as the detecting electrode
when used with the bridge network. The width of the screen
presented at the front face is thus dictated by mechanical
construction rather than electrical requirements.
For convenience the Detecting Electrode was made $" in
diameter, this gives a capacitance in picofarads which is equal to
the reciprocal of the spacing measured in tenths of an inch. From
the simple theory it can be shown that this equality is in error by
less than 0.3& and this will be less than the errors in manufacture
of the electrode. Graduations were marked on the Rotating Barrel
at 18° intervals round its circumference to enable the transducer
spacing to be set in increments of one thousandths of an inch.
Fig. 5.2. shows the transducer together with its connecting
ring
plug and an aluminium vacuum/which can be used to hold it in
position. Figs. 5.3. and 5,4. show the complete assembly in more
detail.
pF
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FIG. 5.5. VARIATION OF TRANSDUCER CAPACITANCE WITH SPACING
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5.2. Calibration of the Transducer.
(i) Static Calibration
The first test made on the completed transducer was a
static calibration curve to enable the correct mechanical zero to
be marked on the device and an estimate of the capacitance error to
be determined. The measurements were made using a Wayne Kerr
Universal Bridge Type B 221,the transducer being stood on a flat
metal plate and connected to the bridge through its own cable.
The zero was set at the point at which the electrode and
plate just came into contact. The spacing was then increased from
zero to maximum,the capacitance being measured at suitable intervals.
If the capacitance is inversely proportional to spacing a straight
line plot would be obtained on log-log paper. However the capacitance
error becomes significant at large spacings so that the inverse
relationship is not strictly observed. The magnitude of the zero
error can be deduced from the graph shown in Fig. 5.5. It was not
possible to determine the cause of this capacitance error as the
trimming control on the 'Wayne Kerr Bridge did not have a sufficient
range of adjustment. This prevented the bridge from being balanced
when the transducer was not connected to the cable.
Calibration of the balancing capacitor was also carried
out using the Wayne Kerr Bridge. Since the Wayne Kerr Bridge
4
operates at an angular frequency of 10 radians per second the
extrapolation of this calibration to frequencies «^1 M Hz may not be
justified. However the results which were later obtained with
a/
i riches
la) Vibrator Displacement Waveform
(Id) Bridge Output (IVSoau I a t ed Ca r r i er)
FIG.5.6. DYNAMIC TEST OF BRIDGE LINEARITY
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a 1 M Hz bridge using the transducer and balance capacitor remained
consistent with the above calibration.
(ii) Dynamic Testing
A dynamic test of the transducer was made using a Pye-Ling
Type 47/3 vibration generator with a suitable disc attached to the
driving spindle. In order to produce a large change in the
transducer impedance during each vibration cycle the vibrator was
driven at an amplitude close to the maximum and the transducer was
placed at a distance such that any increase in amplitude would result
in contact between the disc and the electrode. The driving
frequency was adjusted to the mechanical resonance of the vibrator
so that a sinusoidal displacement was obtained. Under these
conditions it was possible to examine the distortions produced by a
large amplitude piston-like motion at the transducer. Fig. 5.6
shows oscilloscope tracings of the bridge output obtained during
these tests.
(iii) Testing under simulated conditions of actual use
The vibrator was also modified so that the drive could be
applied to an artificial body or to a convenient part of a suitable
subject, (i.e. The Arm Method of Takagi et al 1963). This was to
enable the transducer to be tested with a known signal under conditions
similar to those encountered when observing actual heart sounds.
Sane experiments of this type were made with a water
filled polythene bag but the results obtained were not very
satisfactory although vibrations in the bag could be detected.
This was probably due to the insulating nature of the polythene
surface/
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surface. An Aluminized Melinex cover was attached to the bag to
provide a conducting surface but was found to be very unsatisfactory.
Better results were achieved by painting the bag with colloidal
graphite although this tended to flake off after a time. It was
also considered that a water filled bag was a very poor
approximation to living tissue and so the observations were later
made with a gelatine filled bag.
Using these dummies it was found that the maximum
capacitance which could be obtained before contact occurred between
electrode and surface was smaller than expected and the effective
sensitivity was reduced. This was apparently because of the
curvature of the surface which was presented to the transducer
electrode. It became clear that although the vibrator can impart
a piston like motion of a known frequency and amplitude to the test
object the motion detected at the transducer will not necessarily
have the same wave form.
In particular when the housing of the transducer is in
contact with the body surface the detected motion is restricted to
the curved skin surface presented to the electrode. The changes
of spacing which are observed will in this case be due to variations
in the curvature of the surface beneath the detecting plate. Since
the properties of the skin vary between different individuals and
on different parts of the body it is not possible to say exactly
what form this curvature will take. It can be shown that the
transducer produces scane initial curvature of the body surface when




these conditions better linearity and a higher sensitivity can be
obtained by matching the curvature of the electrode face to this
curvature.
It is convenient to regard the surface beneath the electrode
as a portion of a sphere. This is probably a reasonable
approximation provided the area of the detecting electrode is
somewhat smaller than the area of the body surface which is free to
vibrate beneath the transducer. An estimate of the required radius
of curvature was made by means of a dummy transducer of identical
mass to the real transducer. This incorporated a direct reading
probe which made contact with the body surface immediately beneath
the centre of the device. A sketch of this device is shown in
Fig. 5.7.
Civ) Modifications to the Transducer
As a result of these observations a new detecting electrode
was made with a suitably curved surface* In order to repeat the
static and dynamic calibrations described earlier in this section
a curved surface and a curved piston were then necessary. The
effect this has on the bridge characteristics is discussed in
Appendix B .
The first version of the transducer was constructed with a
plain housing over which a rubber belt or vacuum ring could be
fitted to hold the transducer in place on a patient. In use the
rubber belt was found to be unworkable and a separate vacuum ring
greatly increased the transducer diameter. In the final version
of/
Fig. 5.8 Modified Transducer .with an Integral Vacuum Ring.
Fig. 5.9 Close-Up of Housing of Modified Transducer.
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of the transducer shown in Fig. 5.8 the housing has been modified
to Include the vacuum ring as a permanent feature. This means
that the overall diameter of the device is not increased when the
vacuum ring is used to hold it in position. Fig. 5.0 shows
another view of the final version of the transducer.
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CHAPTER 6
PRACTICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER METHOD
6.1. Use of an Integrated circuit Amplifier
In view of the difficulties encountered with the practical
bridge circuit described in Chapter 4 it was decided to investigate
further the method of impedance measurement using an operational
amplifier. A large number of integrated circuit operational
amplifiers are now on the market so that it should be possible to
construct a pocket sized instrument for clinical use. The
performance which could be obtained from such an instrument would
then depend on the characteristics of the amplifier. In particular
it is necessary to ensure that the resulting feedback circuit
remains stable irrespective of the value of the transducer impedance.
This can be achieved by tailoring the response of the amplifier
within the feedback loop so that the circuit becomes unconditionally
stable.
The S.G.S. - Fairchlld yttA 702 C described by Widlar(1964 ,
1965), is a typical example of the integrated circuit operational
amplifiers currently available. The low frequency open loop gain
of this device is typically 70 db with roll-off points at 0.8, 4
and 40 M Hz. The gain reaches 0 db at approximately 100 M Hz. The
open loop response curve of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 6.1.
In order to achieve an unconditionally stable response it
is necessary to ensure that the gain does not fall-off at a rate
greater than 30 db/decade on either side of the carrier frequency
until/
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until the 0 db line is reached. If both lag and lead compensation
are used to obtain a 20 db/decade fall-off the maximum upper
frequency at which the gain curve can reach the 0 db line is
40 M Hz (see Giles 1965). This means that the maximum carrier
frequency at which the full 70 db gain can be obtained is </» 10 k Hz.
This gives a maximum usable bandwidth for the vibration signal of
0 - 2 k Hz which is just adequate provided a satisfactory noise level
can be obtained. The overall gain characteristic of the amplifier
with an unconditionally stable response is shown in Fig. 6.2.
The accuracy of the impedance measurement is limited since
the input impedance Z. has a typical value of 20 k .0 . The
a
resultant transfer impedance of the amplifier ( ^3 Z^) is thus
60 m _£1 . For a 1% measurement accuracy this implies that the
transducer impedance must not be greater than 600 kfl , which is
equivalent to a transducer capacitance of 20 pF at 10 k Hz. This
is inconvenient since it means that the transducer must either have
a very large detecting electrode or be used at very small spacings.
An increase by at least a factor of ten in the transfer impedance
of the amplifier is necessary to produce a transducer of acceptable
dimensions and working range. A greater transfer impedance can be
obtained by increasing either the gain and bandwidth of the amplifier,
or its input impedance. Since the gain-bandwidth product of an
integrated circuit amplifier is defined by its internal construction
there is no method by which either the gain or the bandwidth of a
given type of amplifier can be increased without reducing the other.
An/
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An increased input impedance can be obtained by means of a suitable
unity gain stage in front of the main amplifier*
The input impedance of the amplifier combination is then
limited by the capacitance of the cable to the transducer since
this appears in parallel with the input* For a standard coaxial
cable 10 ft. in length this capacitance is 200 pF which means
that the transducer capacitance must not be less than 6 pF for 1%
accuracy. Hie working range of the transducer used with the
operational amplifier circuit would thus be similar to that obtained




6.2. Use of the Wayne Kerr Distance and
Vibration Meter Type B731B
(i) Description of the Instrument
The tfayne Kerr Distance and Vibration Meter Type B731B
is a commercially available instrument for the linear measurement
of distance and peak-to-peak vibration using a capacitative probe.
The distance measurement is made by means of the operational amplifier
technique and is shown in block form in Fig. 6.3. The 50 k Hz
oscillator provides a signal of constant amplitude so that the output
of the amplifier is proportional to the spacing between the probe
and a suitable earthed conducting surface. The detected output
from a vibrating surface can therefore be resolved into a constant
component due to the mean probe spacing and a varying component due
to the vibration. There is no means provided within the
instrument for backing-off the constant component of the output signal
so that only the vibration output is obtained. The peak-to-peak
vibration channel is A.C. coupled Immediately after the demodulator
circuit and no output is provided at this point so that it is not
possible to obtain the vibration sLgnal except through the
A.C. coupling.
Some modification is therefore necessary in order to make
the instrument suitable for the detection of cardiovascular sounds.
In addition the instrument is a mains operated device using
thermionic valves which means that it is not ideally suited for
clinical use. It was thought that one of these Instruments could
be used as a test of the operational amplifier method and an
arrangement/
F !G. 6.4. VOLTMETER SECT/ON OF WAYNE KERR DISTANCE METER
Distance Oscillator
FIG. 6.5. FILTERS AND *BACKING-QFF' ARRANGEMENT
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arrangement was made to borrow one for this purpose. External
modifications were made to the instrument so that the required
backing-off facility could be obtained and some heart sound
recordings were made.
(ii) Modifications to Give Backing-Off Facility
It can be seen from the block diagram (Fig. 6.3) that a
switch is provided within the instrument so that the oscillator
output can be set to a known value. If the valve voltmeter circuit
shown in Fig. 6.4. is duplicated then the oscillator amplitude can
be monitored continuously. The output of the valve voltmeter is
displayed on a meter but it can also be used to drive a chart recorder
of 1 K Q input impedance through a jack socket provided. If a
suitable connection is then made between the two voltmeter circuits
the constant component of the vibration channel signal can be
backed-off„using part of the oscillator amplitude signal.
Unfortunately the available terminals on the instrument do not enable
the oscillator amplitude to be monitored externally, so it is not
possible to provide a variable input to the oscillator amplitude
detector.
In order to achieve the required result it is necessary to
operate the instrument with the switch in the 'Set* position. The
Distance Indicator then reads full scale continuously, corresponding
to the output of the oscillator. A variable backing-off voltage
is obtained by means of a potential divider across the detector
output. The duplicate valve voltmeter circuit is connected
externally/
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externally across the amplifier output between the earth and chassis
terminals provided so that a signal is obtained proportional to the
amplifier output. Since this is run from an external battery
power supply it is convenient to connect the zero volts line to the
earth point and the input to the chassis terminal of the Wayne Kerr
Meter.
The output obtained from each of the voltmeters is a full
wave rectified version of the carrier signal so that a filter is
required to remove the ripple. A filter is supplied with the
instrument so that the detected output of the distance channel can be
displayed on an oscilloscope. This filter is not suitable because
although it contains a "twin-T" circuit which can be tuned over the
range 50 - 100 k Hz the output has component signals at both 50 and
100 k Hz. It is found that the filter cannot be adjusted to cancel
both these frequencies. New filters were therefore constructed for
both voltmeter channels.
Fig. 6.5 shows the connections required to produce a single
sided output suitable for connection to an F.M. tape recording
system. This arrangement is not as satisfactory as a differential
system since each of the filters can then be connected to the earth
line, thus resulting in a lower noise level. With the set zero
control in this position it is not possible to back-off mean levels
larger than full scale deflection but the present instrument does not
allow any alternative.
(iii) Use of Wayne Kerr Probes
Hie Wayne Kerr Distance and Vibration Meter is designed to
work/
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work with a probe having a capacitance of 0.3 5 PF at its nominal
range. The transducer constructed for the bridge network is not
suitable therefore for use with this instrument because it has a
much larger effective capacitance.
A set of five probes are normally supplied with the Wayne
Kerr instrument for working at different ranges from O.OOl" to
O.l". These are each provided with a guard ring of suitable area
to ensure linearity of field at the probe face. Only two of these
probes with ranges of 0.05" and O.l" aire suitable for the detection
of cardiovascular sounds, as the ranges of the others are too small
to ensure that limiting does not occur.
Both these probes have been used successfully for
recordings of the total motion of the body surface. It was also
found possible to make a small modification of the housing of the
transducer described in Chapter 5 so that it would accept either of
these probes. This enabled them to be used for relative motion
studies with the housing held in place on the body surface by means




7*1 Detection of Cardiovascular Sounds Using the Bridge Method.
As soon as the prototype of the transducer was completed
it became possible to carry out observations on real subjects. In
order to do this a bridge circuit without feedback was first
constructed using a series tuned circuit of the type described by
Baxandall (1963). This arrangement had the disadvantage that
additional tuning controls were required and these could not be
ganged to the bridge balancing capacitor. As a result, it was not
possible to rebalance the bridge when the transducer was in position
on a subject. Instead it was necessary to set up the bridge, using
the Pye-Ling Vibrator, so that it was correctly tuned at some
particular balance setting and then adjust the transducer on the
subject to give the same balance setting.
Using this procedure an attempt was made to detect heart
sounds from the precordium. At first,results were not very
satisfactory as the transducer was held in place by hand. This
resulted in a continual variation of contact pressure with
respiration and other movements which affected the bridge balance.
The addition of a vacuum ring enabled the transducer to be held in
place on the chest wall and more consistent results were then
obtained. The waveforms were observed by means of an oscilloscope.
More success was obtained when an attempt was made to
pick-up the carotid pulse by 'hand application' of the transducer to
the neck. The detected output of the bridge was again observed by
means/
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means of an oscilloscope. Some distortion was apparent but the
dichrotic notch, a typical feature of the waveform, was easily
recognised. On another occasion the radial pulse was detected by
•hand application* of the transducer to the wrist.
In addition to observing the waveforms by means of an
oscilloscope the output of the bridge was A.C. coupled to an amplifier
and loudspeaker. This enabled the sounds to be heard even when the
bridge was not balanced and the trace did not appear on the
oscilloscope screen. With B conventional air transmission microphone
ii!.' fc'f *
this arrangement would have resulted in acoustical feedback due to
the sensitivity of such microphones to air borne noise. This did
not occur with the capacitance proximity transducer as it has no
moving parts and a large amount of energy would be required to set
the body surface in motion.
Tape recordings were made of the output of the Proximity
Transducer and a number of other microphones available in the
laboratory. These were reproduced over a loudspeaker and a
subjective judgement made of the quality of the sounds detected by
each. It was considered that the Proximity Transducer was not as
good as the other microphones but the poor quality of this signal
was later found to be due in part to external radio frequency
interference.
A number of successful recordings were later made of foetal
heart sounds. These were first attempted using a rubber belt to
hold the transducer in position. However this gave rise to
considerable difficulties due to variations in contact pressure and
made/
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made it inconvenient to change the transducer location an the
maternal abdomen. In these circumstances it was found that
"hand application" was the ideal method for locating the source of
the sound since the position and pressure could be changed more
easily. This method is not suitable for recording as there is a
continual variation in balance conditions due to changes in contact
pressure. The vacuum ring can however be used to hold the
transducer in position once the source of sound has been located by
hand. Continuous observation and recording for periods up to
20 minutes is possible using the vacuum ring but this leads to
bruising of the skin due to the reduced pressure. For extended
recordings it might therefore be necessary to attach the transducer
by means of adhesive tape.
The final phase of this series of observations was a
semlcontinuous recording of foetal heart sounds during the first
stage of labour. The vacuum ring was again used in preference to
the rubber belt and was found to give the minimum of inconvenience
to the mother-to-be. Hie recordings were made continuously during
contractions with only a slight variation in observed signal level.
Fig. 7.1 shows three heart sound complexes recorded during a
contraction and Fig. 7.2 three complexes recorded between contractions.
(The time-scale is given by the 50 Hz square wave).
These recordings were made using a bridge method with A.C.
coupled feedback. D.C. coupled feedback could not be used because
the/
the D.C. level at the output of the detector amplifier was different
from the level required to set the tail current of the oscillator to
its nominal value. With A.C. feedback it was necessary to ensure
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7.2. Qualitative Examination of Foetal Heart Sounds
Arrangements were made to borrow a "Fenlow Low Frequency
Spectrum Analyser Type SA2" and some associated apparatus normally
used for the analysis of electroencephalograph signals. This
enabled a series of analyses of the spectral power distribution to
be carried out on selected passages of the foetal heart sound
recordings of up to 90 seconds in duration. Some preliminary
examinations were made over a wide range of frequencies using a
bandwidth of 7.5 Hz. Some more detailed analyses were then made
for the range from 10 - 80 Hz using a bandwidth of 1.5 Hz. It
was found that all sections of the record contained an energy peak
j
which was situated in the band between 25 and 30 Hz. The graph
shown in Fig. 7.3 is a typical example.
In spite of the fact that a direct recording method with a
response falling off below 40 Hz was used for these observations
the peak appears at least an order of magnitude greater than any
other possible peak in the spectrum. A correction curve was
prepared for the record-replay system for frequencies below 100 Hz.
After applying this correction to the results the peak appears some
two orders of magnitude greater than any peak above 30 Hz. Owing
to the poor signal to noise ratio of the tape system it was not
possible to obtain a satisfactory correction factor for the tape
system below 20 Hz.
In view of the findings of Smith (1957), Simpson & Leask
(1959), Leonard & Farrer (1963), Cornwall & Tattam (1964) and other
workers/
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workers regarding the existence of favoured frequencies for the
detection of foetal heart sounds at 50 - 60 Hz or 75 - 90 Hz, it is
interesting to note that the peak between 25 and 30 Hz is the only
one of significance in the spectrum. In same cases a small peak was
obtained at 50 Hz but it was found that this was due to mains hum in
the recorder on replay. Since the normal bandwidth of the recorder
extends from 40 Hz upwards it would be expected that had other
energy peaks existed at higher frequencies these would have been
apparent in the uncorrected analysis. It is obvious that a harmonic
relationship could exist between the observed peak at 25 - 30 Hz
and the other preferred frequencies at 50 - 60 Hz and 75 - 90 Hz.
Further investigation has shown that the observed peak may be due to
the mechanical modes of vibration of the transducer and of the
maternal abdomen rather than to properties of the foetal heart
sounds.
It has not been possible to repeat this analysis with
other records as the Fenlow equipment is no longer available in
Edinburgh.






7.3 Observation and Recording using the Wayne Kerr
Distance and Vibration Meter
The observations described in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 were
made using forms of the bridge network without complete linearity
tne
correction. Although/overall linearity of the uncorrected bridge
method is better than that obtained by other workers it is not
the
considered to be sufficient for/present application. Further
investigation of the feedback method showed that it was not possible
to design a working instrument which would have satisfactory linearity
at all settings of the balance capacitor. For this reason the
operational amplifier method of impedance measurement was examined
and modifications were made to a commercial instrument of this type
so that it could be used for the detection of cardiovascular sounds.
Figs. 7.4 - 7.8 show oscilloscope tracings of a number of
different cardiovascular sounds recorded using this instrument.
These were made with the subject lying on a couch, and the transducer
supported on a stand above the point of observation so that there was
no physical contact with the body surface. The transducer used for
the recordings was the Wayne Xerr Probe E which has a range of O.l".
Ibis was brought as close as possible to the skin without contact
occurring during any part of the vibration cycle. During the
recordings from the precordium it was necessary for the subject to
hold his breath in order to eliminate the large excursion due to
respiration. Unless this was done it was not possible to obtain a
steady trace on the oscilloscope with adequate sensitivity for
observation of the heart sounds. This was not necessary for detection
of the carotid and Jugular pulsations in the neck. ia fi.j.7-9)
Recordings/
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Recordings of the foetal heart sound were also attempted
using the Wayne Kerr probe. This was supported in the modified
housing of the bridge transducer so that it could rest on the maternal
abdomen. Due to the large amplitude of signal detected from the
maternal heart it was not possible to distinguish the foetal heart
sounds in the waveforms observed on the oscilloscope.
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7.4 Conclusions
The historical development of auscultation and
phonocardiography has resulted in the use of observing techniques
which only provide information from a part of the spectrum of
cardiovascular sounds. However there is still a need to observe the
whole of the spectrum even though much of it lies outside the range
of human hearing. Valuable clinical information can be deduced from
the low frequency wave shapes and from low-intensity components at
high frequencies which are not normally audible.
In order to detect these vibrations satisfactorily over such
a wide range of frequency and intensity without distortion a special
transducer is required. The capacitance proximity transducer is
ideally suited to this use since it makes no contact with the body
surface. Its use for the detection of a variety of cardiovascular
sounds has been described by other workers. In particular Chlebus
(1962) has shown that it gives superior results in the diagnosis of
athero sclerosis when compared with the normal type of contact
transducer.
The errors inherent in the use of this type of transducer
have been considered theoretically. It has been shown that with a
suitable construction the effective reactance is proportional to the
spacing between the transducer and the body surface.
The methods of detecting the changes in this reactance have
also been considered and the importance of the linearity of the method
has been stressed. Sufficient consideration of the linearity of the
detecting method has not been made by other workers although this will
affect the wave shapes and component frequencies observed.
Details/
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Details are given of a new bridge method giving a linear
output under specified conditions. This method is not suitable
for use with variable settings of the transducer. An operational
amplifier method was therefore investigated. This type of circuit
is available as an industrial distance measuring equipment but is not
immediately suitable for the detection of ultra-low frequency
vibration waveforms. Suitable modifications have been described
whereby it can be used for this purpose. Some results have been
presented to illustrate the possible modes of operation of this type
of transducer with a linear measuring system.
In their present forms neither the bridge method nor the
operational amplifier method are suitable for clinical use. However
the use of integrated circuits are discussed in connection with the
operational amplifier method and it seems that these would make
possible the construction of a more portable instrument. Further
experience of making measurements in the laboratory may make possible
the construction of a simpler type of transducer which because of its
robustness might well be suitable for use as a routine clinical
instrument.
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APPENDIX A - TRANSISTORS IN CHOPPER CIRCUITS
1. Physical Construction of the Transistor and
its Equivalent Circuit
All transistors of the conventional type, regardless of the
process by which they were manufactured, contain two p-n junctions.
One semiconductor material is common to both junctions and forms the
base region of the transistor, so that in an npn transistor the base
is of p-type material and in a pnp transistor it is of n-type
material. Each of the junctions can function as a rectifier and so
the nature of the base material will define the polarity which must
be applied to enable current to flow between the base and either
of the other terminals of the device. Owing to the close proximity
of the two junctions current flowing in the forward biased diode
v/ill allow a controlled current to flow between the two similar
terminals of the device. The ratio of this controlled current to
the base current is defined as the current gain of the transistor.
It is clear that either junction may function in this way, the terminal
of the forward biased junction being called the emitter, and that of
the reverse biased junction, the collector.
In practice these devices are not constructed symmetrically
so that there will be considerable differences between the
characteristics of the two junctions (Standard Telephones and
Cables, 1861). In particular, differences in the areas of the two
junctions v/ill give rise to different current gains depending on the






















FIG.A.I. LARGE SIGNAL D.C. EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS
FIG. A.2. OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ASYMMETRIC TRANSISTOR
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by the manufacturer with a marking which identifies the mode of
connection which will give rise to the greater of the two current
gains. Hiis is commonly called the * normal current gain'.
It is thus possible to construct a very simplified
equivalent circuit for large signal d.c. operation which consists
of two current generators and two ideal diodes arranged back to
back, as shown in Fig. A. 1. (cf. Lyden, 1963). It can be seen that
L a I (1 -»*,) + X (1 - <*• ) in both cases,be i e n
If both Junctions are reverse biased then Iq and 1^ are
very small and the effective impedance between emitter and collector
terminals is very high. This is the cut-off state.
With only one junction forward biased the device operates
in the normal or Inverse active regions of its characteristics
allowing a controlled current between emitter and collector.
When both junctions are forward biased the device is said
to be bottomed and there is a very low effective impedance between
collector and emitter terminals. Owing to the inherent asymetry
of the device the saturation base current required will depend on
the direction of current flow between emitter and collector.
2. Transistor Output Characteristics.
Output characteristics are shown in Fig. A.2. for an
asymetrical transistor connected in the normal mode. Certain
features have been exaggerated to emphasise the parameters which must
be cons idered when selecting a transistor for bidirectional current
switching/
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switching applications. In particular it is desirable that R^,
V and I should be as small as possible, and R Bv . andceo ceo * off eb
as large as possible.
Output characteristics can also be drawn for the inverse
mode and are apparently similar to those for normal mode but rotated
through 180°. One useful effect is that the 'Offset Voltage'
(Vceo), which always has the same polarity as the forward bias
applied to the base, is reduced by a factor equal to the ratio of
normal and inverse current gains.
Germanium transistors have lower offset voltages than
Silicon Transistors but the leakage currents are higher (i.e. R_ff
is lower) and all parameters are more dependent on temperature.
It can be seen that irrespective of the mode of operation an
asymmetric transistor will require a high level of base current in
order that the transistor is saturated for both directions of
current flow. The inverse mode is most frequently used in lew level
circuits where a minimal offset voltage is required.
For high level work the ultimate limits to the usefulness
of the transistor as a switch are set by the reverse bieakdown
voltages of the two junctions and the "punch-through" voltage between
emitter and collector. Whichever of these is the lowest will set
the maximum peak-peak alternating voltage which the device is capable
of withstanding in the cut-off condition.
Some symmetrical transistor types are available with similar
forward and reverse current gains and more equal breakdown ratings
for/
Rd » ^G ON
EQUIVALENT
ceo
F1G.A.3. GENERALIZED DRIVE CIRCUIT
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for the two junctions. These types also have the advantage of much
lower offset voltages. Unfortunately the most satisfactory of
these devices are Germanium Transistors and as a result of the
method of fabrication their high frequency performance is limited to
a maximum of 20 m Hz. which may not be adequate for the present
application. Improved performance may however be possible by tuning
the switch capacitances.
3, Generalized Drive Circuit
The circuit shown in Fig. A.3 can be regarded as a generalized
form of all possible drive arrangements for a transistor switching
circuit (Evans, Gill and Moffitt (1961)).
In the limit as R^-^OO it represents the normal mode of
operation, and as R2 QO the inverse mode. With symmetrical
transistors it is convenient if Rn = R but the series combination1 Ct
\ /
Ri + R„ shunts the OFF resistance of the switch. This can, however,1 «
be avoided if diodes are added in series with each resistor so that
they conduct in the desired direction of base drive current. The
ratio of currents flowing in R and R when the device is bottomed
x 6
will depend on the potential applied across the terminals AB and the
normal and inverse current gains of the device. In order that the
switch turns on and off satisfactorily the drive amplitude must be
at least as great as the maximum potential which is applied when the
switch is to remain open circuit.
Using this drive circuit it is possible to derive an
approximate/
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approximate expression for the offset voltage and dynamic resistance





where ~V0 _ j<T . I ■+S _ R, .
% ' i-s
ttftd,/3n anti ft i are the normal
and inverse current gains of the transistor.
Ra - { _J + | \
|Xbl Ul-ttf+2/% (f-5) -t2ySrtI
where the collector and emitter lead resistances have been neglected.
For normal mode operation R, —CO + l and ~V"ceo s "V"o
For inverse mode operation Rj.=oo and ~Vc.ee _ —~Vo
/3 o
For a symmetrical device with R,-=Ri <i and /3/i« /3i } "Vceo «• 0
A useful asymmetrical arrangement giving VceQ = 0 can be
obtained if ^ ~ ^but in this case the load on
/ -<T /Sn -Rz
the drive circuit will depend on the direction of current between
the switch terminals.
From the equation given for the 'ON* resistance it can be
seen that in the case of asymmetrical transistors with





The corresponding limit for the inverse mode is slightly greater.
For symmetrical transistors this limiting value will be much
smaller since is generally of the same order as of an
asymmetrical device.
i.e. (r \ S2 2Ve. _2l.'.(Rj ) A. A>C2/3i*')
5 lib I ('^)
The 'ON' state of the transistor switch is thus equivalent
to a battery of E.M.F. V in series with a resistance R .. The
ceo d
magnitudes of these components are dependent on the type of device
and the drive circuit and are lowest for the completely symmetrical
system.
When alternating voltages of large amplitude appear across
the switch in the open circuit condition the breakdown voltages of
the two junctions must be greater than the peak amplitude
otherwise conduction will occur. The breakdown voltages on
asymmetrical devices can differ widely, so that the lower (usually
BVbe^ be *he Uniting factor, for high frequency transistors
this may be as little as 3V compared with a BVcfe of <-*50V.
Symmetrical transistors, whilst having equal or similar breakdown
ratings for the two junctions, cannot be obtained with values
> 25V so that the alternating voltage applied must not exceed























transistors may be effective but the low level performance is degraded.
4. Transistor Pairs for the Reduction of Offset Voltage
and the increase of Breakdown Ratings
Two cases have been mentioned above in which the Offset
Voltage of a single transistor acting as a switch can be made equal
to zero. When these particular circuits are unsuitable, pairs of
asymmetrical devices may be used to obtain zero offset voltage but
careful matching is required if cancellation is to be obtained for
wide ranges of base current and ambient temperature. For the
present application cut-off frequency and breakdown ratings are the
limiting factors on the usefulness of the symmetrical transistor
switch, and it is possible that some combination of asymmetric devices
might give better performance.
4.1. Series Combinations
(i) 'Like* Transistors 'Back-to-Back'
The circuit shown in Fig. A.4, which was first described by
Bright (1955), is most frequently used for the cancellation of offset
voltage. It can be seen from the equivalent circuit that if
Vceo) = (Vceo)i. the of*se^ voltage is zero, however the dynamic
resistance is increased to twice the value for a single transistor.
The transistors are normally driven in parallel in the inverted
configuration, as shown, since inverted drive produces a lower
offset voltage and hence reduced variation with ambient temperature.
The circuit will also function satisfactorily if the transistors
are/
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are driven in the normal mode.
A disadvantage of the circuit is that the switch current
flows in opposite senses in relation to the collector and emitter
terminals of the two devices so that for a given current one transistor
will require a greater drive than the other in order to hold on
satisfactorily. ( i.e. In practice an excess of the base current
must always be supplied to one of the transistors in order that there
is sufficient current to saturate the other.) As a result this circuit
requires about ten times as much current in the 'ON* state as the
single symmetrical transistor circuit.
However the circuit has the advantage that the reverse
voltage which must be applied to switch off can be less than the
signal voltage across the terminals AB provided it is sufficient to
reverse bias both junctions of one transistor. The other transistor
can still conduct, so that the off resistance is only that of a single
transistor, hence the ratio of *0N* to 'OFF* resistances is twice that
for a single device. Further, the breakdown ratings of the switch
will depend on the breakdown characteristics of the 'OFF' transistor
so that for the connection shown BV . will limit the maximum voltageebo
which can be applied in the 'OFF* condition. Clearly, the breakdown
rating can be improved by using the normal connection since
BV "> BV , .
cbo e"0
(ii) 'Unlike'Transistors 'Back-to-Back
It can be seen from the equivalent circuit in Fig. A.5 that
this particular arrangement will not give cancellation of offset
voltage/
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voltage since the control current flows through the devices in
series. The current flowing between AB will be either in the forward
direction for both transistors or in the reverse direction for both,
hence the base drive current for one direction of flow will be
greater than that for the other. This is true irrespective of
whether the emitters or the collectors of the two transistors are
coupled together. Considering the voltage necessary to keep the
switch in the'OFF' condition it is found that when the polarity across
the switch is such that A is negative with respect to B the potential
at the drive terminals must be greater than that between AB. SO
that breakdown in the drive circuit will limit the amplitude in
this polarity. For the opposite potential between AB very little
drive is required to reverse-bias both transistors so that the
breakdown rating of the switch depends on the sum of the other two
breakdown ratings of the transistors. Consequently the best rating
which can be given for bidirectional operation is 2Py -.
cbo
This arrangement is clearly unsatisfactory for most
applications due to the inequality of drive requirements for true
bidirectional operation and the additive nature of the offset voltages.
(iii) Other Series Combinations
It is clear that a wide range of circuits involving different
drive arrangements and combinations of transistors can be derived from
these two circuits.
For example the 'Like* Transistors discussed in Section










shown in Fig. A.4. one will be in the normal and one in the inverse
connection. As a result only partial cancellation of offset
voltage can be obtained but both transistors will conduct in the same
direction. A further modification would be to separate the drives
and then no cancellation of V would be possible,
ceo
The 'Unlike' Transistors discussed in Section 4.1.(ii)
can also be connected front to back but if the drive is separated
so that they are driven in antiphase cancellation of VceQ can be
obtained. .Of course this means that the transistors do not conduct
in the same direction and hence their drive requirements are a
V
function of current direction between A.B. Further examination
shows that they cannot give an increase in Breakdown Voltage for
bidirectional operation above that obtained with the circuit shown
in Fig. A.4 and at the same time have an improvement in one of the
other relevant factors.
4.2. parallel Combinations
(i) 'Unlike* Transistors - 'Side by Side'
In the configuration shown in Fig. A.6., which has been
discussed by Lyden (1965), both transistors are being driven in the
same mode so that Irrespective of the direction of current flow
between A and B there will be one transistor conducting in its most
favourable direction. As a result base current requirements are
reduced. The equivalent circuit shows that under suitably matched
conditions the Offset voltage can be reduced to zero and the 'ON'
resistance can be as low as half that for a single transistor.
In/
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In order to keep the switch open circuit the reverse drive
voltage must always be greater than the signal appearing across the
terminals A.B. since one transistor of the pair is always biased in
the forward direction. The breakdown rating of the switch is always
set by The Reverse Base-Emitter Breakdown Voltage of the inverse
conducting transistor.
(i*) 'Like*Transistors - 'Side by Side*
This must be regarded as a trivial case since the drive
requirements are the same as for a single transistor except that
twice the current must be supplied. The *0N' and 'OFF' resistances
are both halved but the offset voltage is not reduced. The breakdown
ratings correspond to those of a single transistor.
(iii) Other Parallel Combinations
It is clear that many other parallel combinations of two
transistors are possible.
For example one of the transistors in circuit shown in
Fig. A.6. can be inverted. This has the advantage of increasing
the Breakdown Voltage for one polarity applied to AB but not the
other. On the other hand conduction in one direction will not be
so easily brought about so a higher level of drive current will be
necessary and also the offset voltages will not cancel completely.
Some of these disadvantages can be removed by separating the two
drives but then there is no cancellation of V and the circuit has
ceo
similar properties to that discussed in Section 4.2.(ii).
'Like' Transistors can however be used effectively in this
arrangement/
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arrangement since cancellation of Offset voltage can be obtained
when they are driven in the same mode but in antiphase. The
breakdown ratings of such a combination are always restricted to
BVebo in both directions since the two paths are in parallel. The
equivalent circuit is the same as that shown in Fig. A.6.
4.3. Conclusions
Although all possible combinations of transistors have not
been discussed in the preceding paragraphs certain relationships
between the relevant parameters become apparent. These may be
summarized as followsi-
1. The drive power required to obtain effective ON/OFF action
for all currents and voltages is approximately constant
irrespective of the combination in use. This is so
because a circuit requiring a small current to switch on
requires a large voltage to switch off and vice versa.
2. As a result of manufacturing processes the normal current
gain of the transistor is always associated with the
junction having the lower of the two breakdown voltages.
Hence it is found that a high breakdown voltage prevents
equal conduction in both directions and vice versa.
3. When using minimum drive current to hold the switch on and
minimum reverse voltage to keep the switch off the ratio




®* Kore Complex Combinations
The requirements for a switch element of any degree of
complexity are as follows
1. At least one transistor in each path of the switch shall
have both junctions reverse biased when the switch is
driven 'OFF'.
2. In the 'OFF* condition the junction receiving the maximum
reverse bias in any path shall have the greater of the
two specified breakdown voltages for the device.
3. In order that the dynamic resistance shall be a minimum
all transistors in one path of the switch must conduct
in the forward (high gain) direction when the switch is
*ON*.
Examination of possible series-parallel combinations of
four transistors shows that there is no possible arrangement which
can meet these three requirements so well as a symmetrical transistor
with high breakdown ratings.
FIG. B.I. TRANSDUCER USED WITH A CYLINDRICAL—SURFACE
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APPENDIX B - USE OF THE CAPACITANCE TRANSDUCER WITH
CURVED SURFACES
1. Flat Detecting Electrode
If the radius of curvature of the surface is large then the
field between the electrode and surface can be regarded as uniform
and parallel. The capacitance of an elemental area of the transducer
c) A at an effective distance d' from the surface is given by
8"C- SrSJL
d'
The total capacitance of the transducer can then be obtained
by integration over the area of the detecting electrode. The form
of the integral depends on the shape of the body surface, since this
defines the way in which d' varies over the area of the transducer
face.
(i) Cylindrical Surface
(This calculation follows the method given by Wayne
Kerr (c 1959)). (See Ftj.B.I.)
If the detecting electrode of radius r is placed at a true
minimum axial distance d from a cylinder of radius R then the
capacitance of an elemental strip parallel to the axis of the
cylinder is given by
SC - &-6. z/- z? . d.x.
cL'




d - d ■+ ^ (• y-! ^ )
Hence the total capacitance of the electrode to the cylindrical
surface is given by
c - e0 6,v. _L f
d >- * -'i I' -H
It is convenient to change the variable of integration
from 3C. to © such that
x - r S\n 9
die - ? 6 . cl(9
"Phis gives
•+3L
C . e06rnji._L / 2 Co6X0
cL J | S
-2L
I
It can be seen that as R OO this expression gives the capacitance
of the parallel plate capacitor
i.e. C r e0€:p._yc_r
d
Since R under the usual conditions of operation ,





reasonable approximation obtained by using only the first two terms
of the expansion.
i.e.
^ R-£*?.) * i - i
The integral then becomes
A simple general solution of the integral is not possible so that
it is necessary to tabulate values of capacitance for specific values
r*of the function —!— .
2Rd.
It can be seen from this expression that the measurement error
produced by a cylindrical surface of radius R will be the same for
all sizes of probe when the minimum axial distance is the same fraction
of the probe range. Normalized curves can therefore be drawn
showing the measured reactance Xd' as a fraction of the reactance
Xh measured to a plane surface at maximum range as a function of the






Fig. 2.13 shows a set of curves of this function for
different values of R compiled from data given by Wayne Kerr (c.1959).
<ii)/
FIG. a2. TRANSDUCER USED WITH A SPHERICAL SURFACE
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(ii) Spherical Surface
A similar set of curves can be derived for spherical
surfaces with different radii of curvature. (
The capacitance of an elemental ring of radius X of the
electrode is given by
5C = • 2 X.clx
A'
The distance d' is constant along the perimeter of this strip and
is given by
cL - cL + R (I " J~* )
The total capacitance of the electrode to the spherical surface is
then given by
C r e.er._L / 2 ft x.Ax
/— X2
In all practical cases R f and X ^ so that J ' "*** ~^T
can be expanded by the binomial theorem and the first two terms give
a good approximation.
The integral then becomes
r
C - £„£p.-L( Z"xfc
' I 0
This/
FIG.B.3. transducer resting on a curved surface
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This integral can be evaluated easily and gives
n c e- ft 2RoL . Irv ( I —)^ T" r1 1 2Ra/
r2
It can be seen that this expression is also a function of 2Rcl
and so the same error considerations will apply for different
probes as in the cylindrical case. Fig. 2.14 shows a set of curves
for different radii of curvature plotted from this formula.
(iii) Changes of Curvature
It is not possible to analyse the form of the capacitance
variations at the transducer when the surface undergoes a change of
curvature unless the form of motion of the curved surface can be
specified. If the curvature remains large throughout the
vibration then any additional error due to changes in curvature
will be small.
However when the transducer is allowed to rest on the body
surface the vibrating area beneath the electrode will be curved and
in this case the vibrations can only appear as changes in curvature.
A similar situation exists in the electrostatic microphone and
pressure transducer where the second electrode of the capacitor takes
the form of a diaphragm or membrane having negligible stiffness in
bending.
The arrangement is shown in Fig B. 3 . The radius S of
the sidewalls of the transducer is larger than the radius of the
detecting/
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detecting electrode. The height of the sidewalls b remains
constant during the observation. fc" is the height of the 'bulge*
above the plane defined by the ring of contact of the sidewalls on
the body surface.
Hence cL -+ t •= b
and from the Geometry of the circle








This value of R can be substituted in the solution of the integral





d I. i + — (b-a)
a $l-t(b-a)
Since b and d will both be small compared with S this expression can
be simplified without much loss of accuracy.




This formula can be used to prepare a set of error curves
for different ratios of f and s, and different values of the
sidewall height b .
In/
0*2 0*4 0*6 0-8 1 h
FIG.B.4. REACTANCE MEASURED TO A SPHERICAL SURFACE WITH VARYING
CURVATURE (r=s)
FIG B5 REACTANCE MEASURED TO A SPHERICAL SURFACE WITH VARYING
* *
CURVATURE (b«h) :




_ d (b-oI) r
1 «• * * • ' •
X,, >) <k s'
Since b is a constant It is convenient to represent it as a
function of "k
then
i.e. i> ^ k"k
Xd . <k ( k\ - I \
Xi "h * ^
Fig. B. 4 • gives a series of normalized curves for different
values of k with P = S and Fig. B.S . for different values of
^ with K = / .
2. CURVED ELECTRODE
When the transducer housing rests on the body surface it is
known that the surface will have seme initial curvature. If this
curvature can be measured then improved linearity can be obtained
by matching the curvature of the detecting electrode to the curvature
of the surface.
Fig. B. (o shows the general arrangement of the transducer
with a curved electrode with radius of curvature R„ and a curved
A
surface of radius of curvature . -b defines the distance between
these two surfaces at the boundary of the transducer and is constant.
W is the distance between the two centres of curvature.
In this case the spacing between the two surfaces at
radius/
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radius x from the axis is given by
d - '[Jr* -*1) -(w-xi)
the total capacitance is therefore
r
C -
2 7T X c/x
= €rn &o cr
(/SF7)-(w+y^7)
2 7? X dx
l^yFl-VR)-"}
Since ^ I and Z 2L
*. *z
in all practical cases both
/ - and I - X■Rz1 can be
expanded using the binomial theorem. Subtracting the two expansions
gives
The other terms in the expression are small and can be neglected.
The integral then becomes
r
2 5TX JxC -
From/
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From the diagram it is clear that R^ = d + W +
*/«(*»-*>) - <*
so further simplification of the integral is possible




Putting q - 2 "R) 1the integral becomes3= (R*-R,)
,r
c = S„&r 2-rRR. / 2 7Tx.dx
0*2.-P.) j0 (9+X2)
= 6„er 2 V R, Rt In (I -c -d )
( Rj. - R,) 3
From the geometry of the transducer shewn in the diagram
R( « J_ | S2 -t- C,j a.od Ra - J_ S +12 j





Substituting this in the expression for the capacitance gives
The resulting expression is clearly the same as that obtained with
a flat detecting electrode used with a curved surface and the curves
given in Figs. B. 4 and B. 5" . can be used. In this case
however zero error would be obtained for piston-like motion of two
surfaces with equal radii of curvature.
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